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by Anna Cham

It‘s been extremely difficult for

me to get excited about June in the

middle of Memphis In May. I ex—

perienced my first Barbeque

Contest (and missed Dan Ackroyd

performing with The Coolers by 15

minutes), the Belle dedication, the

Great River Kayak and Canoe

Race, and the Beale Street

MusicFest (the Bel—Airs were hot!)

and it‘s only the middle of the

month! *

However, by the time you Star

Tracks fans catch up with me, it

WILL BE June! Therefore, for

your reading pleasure I have

arranged to time warp myself 2

weeks into the future. Here‘s how

the action looks for June:

On MUD ISLAND —— Kool and

the Gang (see centerfold story) with

Memphis‘ QMI artist ELLA

BROOKS (see March, 1987)

opening; a country line—up of Reba

McEntire, John Conley and Judy

Rodman; two nights of Jimmy

Buffett and the Coral Reefer Band;

the Bangles with the Hoodoo Gurus

(see our story on page 24); the

Moody Blues; Eddie Money;

Chicago; and something billed as

Superfest on the 21st _

The Carnival MusicFest is an all

Memphis Bands bash that is bring—

ing home favorite sons Larry Rasp—

berry (June 21) and Alex Chilton

(June 14). Check the lineup on

   

page 32 for your local favorites and

get on out there and vote them into

the winner‘s circle.

Also scheduled for MusicFest on

June 14th is OUR FAVORITE

BAND headed by ex—Memphians

Maury O‘Rourk and. Don Spicer.
Check out their new release,

Saturday Nights...Sunday Mornings

featuring a virtual ‘who‘s who‘ in

Memphis music as special guests.

See Studio News for specifics.

Alex Chilton is also set for the

19th at the Antenna Club. The

Saints (see our article on page 25

and review in the May 1987 issue)

are coming up from Down Under

to a local underground club. Little

America has been charting strong

in the album rock charts. They

appear June 12 at Antenna . SST

recording act Das Damen cruise in

on the 9th.
For Antenna refugees there‘s a

new club with music on weekends —

Fred‘s Hideout on Broad in the

warehouse district.

¥. f

Luther Ingram, shown here with Duc

On the local front; check into

Entourage in Mallard‘s at the

Peabody to check out Tommy

McClure‘s new band. McClure is

Kris Kristofferson‘s longtime bass

playing sidekick. Entourage

appears every Tuesday and

Wednesday.

The second week of June finds M—

Slider back at the Stage Stop. If

you haven‘t already checked out the

second generation Dunn (Duck‘s

son Jeff) make yourself a note to do

it:

I haven‘t reported on the status of

Memphis connections in the
national charts lately so I checked

it out for you in mid—May.

According to Billboard, May 16,

1987, Al Green is showing strong

numbers. His most recent record is

the No. 1 Spiritual Album. In

"Hot Black Singles," "Everything‘s

Gonna Be Alright" was #23 with

the album Soul Survivor sitting at

#30 in "Top Black Albums."

Another Memphian, J. Blackfoot,

has a single in the Top 100 Black

Chart. Where has that guy been

and why haven‘t we heard from

him? —

    
oal

Duns Coolers at MSU‘s TigerFest in
April, has covered Dylan‘s "Gotta Serve Somebody." photo by Kelly K. Craig

On the British singles chart two
songs from albums cut in Memphis
studios are showing: The
Rainmakers‘ "Let My People Go—
Go" at #31 (they cut at Ardent and
are back in with Terry Manning
producing for the next few weeks ——
but please don‘t bug ‘em) and a
group that was here to be produced
by Willie Mitchell about 8 months
ago — Wet, Wet, Wet is a new entry
at #39 with "Wishing I Was

 
  

One of the most prestigious film awards in the U.S. was awarded to Bill
Carrier, III, far left, director/cinematographer for API Photographers. Carrier
received a gold medal at the 9th Annual Houston International Film Festival for
the Carl Perkins music video, "Class of ‘55." Perkins, above center, and the cast
goaned 50‘s costumes and filmed most of the video at Memphis‘ East High

chool.

Lucky." Oh, by the way, their

name reflects the climate of their

homebase, Scotland, supposedly. .

Wonderif their album is available

cont. page 32
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Correction

In the May issue the byline for
"Jerry Chipman — Fool for
Theatre" incorrectly read "by Dan
Reeves." The article was written

by Dan Reese. We apologize for
the error.

 
 

 

 

 

Reba McEntire, top, will headline at

Mud Island Friday, June 5. John

Conlee, bottom, and Judy Rodman

will also appear.

 

 

CONNIE HIERS, M.D.

PLASTIC & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY
Head & Neck Cancer ® Skin Cancer ® Birth Defects ® Hands ® Burns ® Hair Transplants
Tummy Tucks ® Breast Reduction, Enlargement & Reconstruction * Cosmetics —
Face, Eyes, Ears & Nose ® Trauma (Automobile Accidents) * Maxillofacial Surgery

In—Office Breast Enlargements * Ask About The Cosmetic Surgery Vacation
VHS Tapes Available on Breast and Cosmetic Surgery

OUTPATIENT CLINICS AT THE FOLLOWING HOSPITALS:
GRAY‘S HARRIS LUCY LEE RANDOLPH
Batesville, AR Newport, AR Poplar Bluff, MO Pocahontas, AR
793—2321 523—8911 314—785—7721 8924511

WE WELCOME INSURANCE/MEDICARE
816 B. Rains St. « Jonesboro, AR « 501—935—0861

1204 W. Kingshighway « Paragould, AR « 501—935—0861   

  

STAGE

INC.

 

   

 

   

    

MEMPHIS‘ ONLY

FULL SERVICE

ENTERTAINMENT

CORPORATION With Decades
of Combined

Experience in the
LARRY O. McKEEHAN III Entertainment

DANIEL G. JONES Industry, Our Staff
Complete Range has, in the past,
of quefiaiflmefl' worked with such
Services Including: 37 E. CAROLINA AVE. Artists as:

MEMPHIS, TN _38103

STAR STAGE
is a Full
Service Enter—
tainment Corpo—
ration offering a

Entertainment Agency aoaLy Bar-£3:
Productions OUTSIDE TENNESSEE Beach Boys

Management as Patti LaBelle
Black Oak Arkansas

Records Billy Joe Royal

   

  

 

  

  

Bobby "Blue" Bland
Neville Bros.

DeGarmo & Key
Blood, Sweat & Tears

Conway Twitty

Publishing

Promotions

Consulting
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by Ken Houston
 

At MEMPHIS SOUND PRO—

DUCTIONS, the new Beale Street

location is now open and president

Tim Goodwin reports that studio

bookings have exceeded the owners‘

expectations. The Cafe Racers record—
ed several demo sides with Danny

_ Jones and John Fleskes engineering.

Singer/songwriter Deb Parkinson

signed an exclusive writer agree—

ment with Memphis Sound‘s publish—

ing company. The Touchtones, a five

person Memphis band which

includes Parkinson, recorded

material to be released on cassette

in the near future.

Theatre Memphis chose Memphis

Sound for the second time to record

a soundtrack to one of its productions.

Under the direction of Dan Hall,

musicians Bob Salley, Kermit

Medsker, David Malone, and

Thomas Grounds recorded "Little

Shop Of Horrors," to be performed

in the little theatre. Missouri song—

writers Terry Wiseman and Bill

Odom were in town to record mater—
ial.

At ROADHOUSE RECORDING,

Ricky Watson completed production

on the latest LP by the True Faith

Community Choir. The LP is due

for release in June. Location

recording was engineered by Gerard

Harts; studio tracks, editing and

mixdown was done by Mark Patrick

and Ronnie Vandiver.

Cold Cash, a newly formed R&B/

Rock trio, recorded a collection of

covers and originals to be used in

their promotion package — with

   
plans for a possible single. Serious

Business, a pop R&B act, also re—

corded tunes for booking promotion.

Ronnie Vandiver assisted on key—

boards. William Bailey began on

three original songs for label

shopping — again Ronnie helped

with keys. All sessions were en—

gineered by Mark Patrick and

Ronnie Vandiver.

At CTN, Diana Wilson was in

recording original demos. With her

were musicians Stephen Wolf, a

sax and flute player from Wisconsin,

and Dave Popovich, a guitarist from

Los Angeles. Bob Holden was in on

drums with Cordell Jackson and Bill

Hale behind the board. Producer

Gerald McDade was cutting tracks

on Robert Murry.

Mix Magazine, a national re—

cording industry publication, in

their latest issue, gave artist Bill

Beaty and POWERHOUSE

STUDIO a nice plug for Bill‘s album

being recorded there, which seems

to be progressing quit? well.

At ARDENT STUDIOS, The
Fabulous Thunderbirds were in
cutting tracks and mixing their
latest Columbia Records album
Hot Number. Release is scheduled
for the third week in June. Dave
Edmunds produced, Dave Charles
engineered, and Tom Laune assisted.
Joe Walsh wrapped up his new
Warner Brothers album Got Any
Gum with producer Terry Manning
mixing on the SSL console. Carl
Perkins was in working on an album
project for B&S Music. Joe Hardy
produced the sessions. The Grammy
nominated DeGarmo & Key Band
continued work on their new album.
John Hampton is co—producing and
engineering.

Alex Chilton continued tracking
for his new album on French label
New Rose. Tom Laune engineered.
Producer Eli Ball wrapped up
sessions with powerhouse singer
Joanna Jacobs. John Hampton
engineered. Mud Pie, from Austin,
TX, were in cutting tracks with
Tom Laune engineering. Robert
Jackson was behind the board on
sessions for Joe Simon, Bobby Rush,
Non—Stop and Maria Tynes. John

Hampton was producing and
engineering mixing sessions for The
Windows and the Indianapolis,
Indiana based band Recordio. Pat
Taylor was engineering sessions for
Andre LaFlora and Preston
Springer.
At SOUNDS UNREEL, Jimmy

Davis, John Scott, Chuck Reynolds
and Tommy Burroughs are com—
pleting the final overdubs and mixes
for their debut album for QMI/MCA.
Jack Holder and Don Smith are pro—
ducing and recording the album with
engineering assistance from Evan
Rush. Joe Walsh stopped by to
play slide guitar on "Are We Rockin‘
Yet?" and The Memphis Horns with
Jack Holder added their touches to
"Shoeshine Man." The first single,
album and CD are scheduled for
release in July.

Little Rock based ZAO was in
with Evan Rush remixing songs for
their appearance on Star Search.
Richard Orange was also in with

Evan Rush completing some new
publishing demos.
At COTTON ROW, Nikos Lyras

is continuing work on the upcoming
Ella Brooks LP for Quantum/
MCA Records. Nikos brought in
Carl Marsh from Nashville to
program tracks with his Fairlight
IIIC for the album. Eric Patrick
is assisting.
At THE ATTIC, John Scott and

John David havejust completed work
on a new jingle for Williams Country
Sausage. The jingle is produced
and written by William Bearden and
Danny Green for Ward Archer and
Associated. Voice—overs are per—
formed by Jack Parnell.
At EASLEY, OFB or Our Fav—

orite Band released "Saturday
Nights . . . Sunday Mornings," with
material cut at the studio, on Big
time Records (USA) and New Rose
Records (Europe). Our Favorite
Band is a Baton Rouge, Memphis,
Nashville based outfit with Maury
O‘Rourk and Don Spicer at the
core. O‘Rourk and Spicer, former
Memphians, wrote the songs. The
music is C&W with some Jump
Country tunes. O‘Rourk sang the —
songs and Spicer produced the album
for Praxis International of Nash—
ville. The LP has many guests
including Steve Forbert, Michael
Stipe (R.E.M.) and Jason Ringen—
berg (Jason and the Scorchers).
Memphians on the record include
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Randy Chertow on bass, Ross John—

son, drums, Peter Hyrka, fiddle

and Doug Easley, guitar and steel

guitars. OFB is planning road

work and are due back in the

studio soon.
Also this month Linda Heck and

the Train Wreck recorded demos of

their songs. The band is Linda _

Heck on guitar and vocals, Jimmy

Enck on guitars and vocals and

John McClure on bass and vocals.

Ross Johnson provided drums and

Doug Easley was engineering and

producing.
Alcove Records‘ Allen Jones was

back in the studio overdubbing

horns and keys on some R&B tunes

cut over at Ardent Recording. *

 

Demo Derby Entry

Set By MMA

The Memphis Music Associa—

tion has just announced an entry

period of June 1 through

August. 81 for .the 1987

MEMPHIS DEMO DERBY.

This year‘s DERBY has been

expanded to ten (10 categories:

OPEN (classical, instrumental,

novelty, etc.), FOLK, BLUE—

GRASS, GOSPEL, JAZZ (tradi—

tional, progressive, contem—

porary), R&B and FUNK, ROCK

& ROLL, BLUES (traditional,
contemporary, regional), M.O.R./

EASY LISTN, COUNTRY.

The DEMO DERBY was

designed to introduce to the public

and music industry unknown and

unrecognized talent in order to

provide exposure, contact, and a

learning experience for market—

ing talents.

The 1987 winners, as did the

1986 winners, will appear on a

promotional album, complete

with individual/group jacket

credits. Records will be distri—

buted and promoted by MMA to

and through all sponsors and

relevant media outlets.

Entry forms and complete

details will be available from

June 1, 1987 at all record and

music stores, or by request to

MMA, P.O. Box 41063, Memphis,
TN 38174, c/o Ken Thomas, or

phone (901) 398—8714 or 276—8180.
*
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GETSERIOUS ABOUT SOUND!

 

YOUR MOBILE SOUND COMPANY

Quality P.A. Rentals To Fit Your Budget

Whether You Are Entertaining

20 or 120,000 People

Soundcraft QSC Phase—Linear

BGW Sennheiser Beyer

Urei DBX Lexicon

Shure JBL Gauss

EV Yamaha
for more information and rates call:

F & M SOUND PRODUCTIONS

3101 Fleetbrook Drive e Memphis, TN 38116

(901) 345—7322 or (901) 345—7323
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Doggin‘ The

RHYTHM

HOUNDS

 

by Sandy McKenna
 

‘ 6 ff, on, and indifferent," the
Rhythm Hounds have
been together for about

three years, but all six members "go
way back." A rhythm and blues band
with a distinct New Orleans
influence, The Hounds are probably
more well—known for being totally
inane and insane on stage (and as
they invade and parade the audience)
than for their superior musicianship.
Their show is a Mardi Gras,

Memphis style, complete with head—
dresses, robes and other regalia of
"The Wild Tulip Poplars," the
group‘s "carnival tribe" (in honor of
The Wild Tchoupitoulas of Bourbon
Street infamy.) "We try to sell
ourselves as what weare," explains
Roger Blanton (lead vocals and
guitar.) "We are a rhythm and blues

 
Head Hound Roger Blanton leading
audience members in "When The
Saints Go Marching In."

band, and we‘re crazy! We try to
make sure people have a good time."
Group members admit that

selecting a name was a little difficult
for them. Originally, they called
themselves the Vomit Brothers, but
they couldn‘t get a gig, so they settled
on the Rhythm Hounds. The
 

Rhythm Hounds, from left, Roger Blanton, David Grisham,John Chambliss and
Don McGregor in a rare somber moment.

 

 

"Rhythm" is evident in everything
they play, with the sax section adding
a brass percussion to a choice
selection of R&B classics. But why
"Hounds?" "A hound," explains
Blanton, "really follows something.
When you‘re a hound for something,
that means you really get after it."
The Rhythm Hounds really do get
after their music, and their name is
so meaningful that their whole
concept is built around it. They
throw in a canine double entendre
whenever they can. (The horn section
has been dubbed the "Tower of Bow—
wows.")
And there are many things that are

official to the Rhythm Hounds
(whose logo is a hound dog baying at
the moon). The official drink is
water. ("Well, usually," qualifies
Blanton.) The official band of the
group is the Touchtones.
The Hounds have dubbed

themselves the official kidnap band,
and the waitresses at the Rum Boogie
are their official heroes. The group
was playing the Beale Street club one
Sunday night when waitresses
helped police apprehend a kid—
napper. The incident prompted band
members to invent an official dance
in honor of the alleged‘s head
glancing off each step of the spiral
staircase as the boys—in—blue dragged
him out. It‘s called the Rum Boogie
Bounce.
The official mascot of the Rhythm

Hounds should be Blanton‘s dog,
Sugar Magnolia, who has been
known to dress up in Blanton‘s wife‘s
clothes. "Maggie," as the pup is
affectionately called, would be real
old "in Reagan years."
When the Hounds get into their

"hound drag," they bark one—liners
and tete—a—tetes at each other or the
crowd and certainly aren‘t above
expounding on each others‘ pedi—
grees. But band members claim that
their kennel banter is all unre—
hearsed. "We don‘t plan anything
out," Blanton interjects. "We justsay
!!*!! (things), and, if it works, we‘ll say
it again, and if it doesn‘t work,
sometimes we‘ll say it again, too!"
Yet, all this craziness comes from a
natural high. "None of us do drugs,"
says Don McGregor (alto sax and
vocals). "We just say no. We don‘t
need downers — we‘re slow on the real
thing."
McGregor, the heartthrob of the

band and a rabid pyromaniac on
stage, admits that he "hates music"
that he is "only in it to meet women."
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Frank Morat and Don McGregor —
the "Tower of Bow—wow."

photos by Diane Bauer

David (Greaseman) Grisham is the

businessman and "official time—

keeper" of the pack. He signals

fellow Hounds when the breaks are
over and keeps the tempo going on

drums during the set. The bass
player, John Chambliss, is credited

with many of the doggish ideas, but

lets the other guys do all the tricks.

Frank Morat and Bill McKee round

out the "Tower of Bow—wow" with
McGregor on various combinations

of saxophones and vocals.

As lead singer, Roger Blanton

whines with a masculine, bluesy howl

that belies his tongue—in—jowl

attitude. During his outrageous

monologues (when he speaks of

things like Cuisinarts with bedroom

attachments, hairless monkeys,

Harvey‘s House of Hamster‘s tasty

barbecued hampster, and the Jimi

Hendrix Trauma Center) his voice

takes on an almost hypnotic quality.

Their fine music and wacko humor

make the Hounds an ideal party

band. They‘ve played the riverboat

and reunions, and twice annually

they appear at the National
Ornamental Metal Museum for the

"Orgasmic Stew," where they
recently filmed a video. They also

play a circuit of local pubs and cafes
on a regular basis.
Although they‘ve never placed in a

dog show, the group is not without
honors. They won sixth place in the
catfish cook—off at the Delta Gar

Cotillion, and first place in the
showmanship at the contest for their

performance of "Will the Trotline Be

Unbroken."
The Rhythm Hounds "shine" when

it comes to entertaining. Their

revelry could never let sleeping dogs

lie. They concentrate on doing good

cover material because "that‘s what

people want to hear." "We have

nothing against doing originals,"

explains Blanton. "Several people in

the band write, but that‘s not our goal

.. . if it‘s a good song, and it fits into

what we do, we‘ll do an original . ..

We do good music."
The Hounds want to play as often

as they‘d like without having to
"pound the pavement." "We‘re lucky

to be in a position ... where people are

calling us now," says Blanton.

Record contracts "are not a factor."
However, the band is looking to take
on "female roadies in skimpy outfits —
with muscles — that work for free and

are somewhat promiscuous."
The printed word just doesn‘t zing

like a live Rhythm Hounds show.

And full moon or not, the ad—lib

hilarity always has the: crowd

howling before the night is through.

Roger Blanton sums it all up

perfectly, "We give good party!"

And it‘s a party every time the

Rhythm Hounds take the stage. *

 

 

Songwriter‘s Night At The Daily Planet

 

by Sandy McKenna
 

§ongwritefs nights have been
tried at other times and places in

emphis, but a combination of the
right people, atmosphere, and a lot of
hard work and organization are
making this one a real success.
Thanks to the efforts of instigator
David Williams, fellow songwriters
Nichols Wall and Alan Collier, and
ub owners Kenny and Debbie
amilton, the Daily Planet Tavern

on Park Avenue is providing a true
showcase for local bards of song.

It takes all these people to put
together the 8:30 until Sunday night
affair, which is co—sponsored by some
of Memphis‘ most visible organiza—
tions within the music industry. They
include New Memphis Music, Cotton
Row Recording, Sounds Unreel, Don
McMinn and the Rum Boogie Cafe,
Yarbrough‘s Music, the Daily Planet,
Star Stage, Inc., and the MEMPHIS
STAR. 60 to 70 writers (and the
number is growing rapidly) will be
performing their material for repre—
sentatives of these various groups, as
well as fellow songwriters and music
fans who crave the sometimes hard—
to—find original music in Memphis
clubs. j
According to Williams, a song

craftsman himself, there is no better
way to improve your skill and talent
than "to get out in front of people."
Even writers who don‘t consider
themselves performers are welcome
to showcase their wares, live or on
tape. Williams believes that
Songwriter‘s Night is becoming a
"stronghold for writers" and will
continue to grow as a positive force
for Memphis music.
"We‘re really trying to do some—

thing for them (writers)," adds Alan

Collier. "If nothing else, they learn
from it. Maybe sometime there will
be a representative in here that says,
‘I want that song. I‘ve got someone to
do it right now!"
Willie Bearden, president of New

Memphis Music, feels that the night
is "a great agenda for Memphis
songwriters." His company "is
always looking for hit songs" and has
already picked up "a couple of tunes"
to demo and shop to recording artists.
Larry McKeehan of Star Stage is

glad to see a place where songwriters
who don‘t necessarily do show dates
can get exposure, and possibly help,
from interested industry officials.
He plans to use his organization to
"spread the word" to other
songwriters who can share creativity
and other publishers or recording
companies who might be looking for
original material.
Also, some participating

songwriters will be given the oppor—
tunity to perform at the Rum Boogie
Cafe. The Beale Street "leg" of the
showcase is projected to begin later
this summer. Tentatively, it will be
held on Thursday evenings, with two
to three artists performing as an
opener for the main act of the night.
Williams is confident that

Songwriter‘s Night will include
more and better writers as more
learn of it. In order to sign up, a
writer need only drop in the Planet on
a Wednesday (open mike) night or
Sunday during the show itself and fill
out a card. The artist will then be
called to schedule a date. Yar—
brough‘s Music provides and sets up
the sound system and practically any
instruments or equipment requested.
To obtain more information, call the
Daily Planet at 327—1270 or David
Williams at 452—4214. * f
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In its expanding involvement with

educational and grants activities, the

National Academy of Recording Arts

& Sciences has named award—

winning music author and educator

Richard Weissman to its newly—

created post of National Education

Coordinator.

Weissman has ‘had extensive

experiences teaching seminars,

consulting on educational matters,

composing, performing, and also in

musical research. As a writer, his

works have been published

frequently by numerous periodicals.

He is the author of several books

including The Music Business:

Career Opportunities and Self

Defense, as well as The Folk Music

Source Book, which won him and co—

author Larry Sandberg the 1977

Deems Taylor ASCAP Music Critics
Award.

Weissman will work closely with

the Academy‘s National Education

Committee, chaired by Dr. Richard

Ranta of Memphis State University

in its current development of the

Academy‘s educational efforts, and

will be based in the NARAS National

office in Burbank.

Locally, the Memphis Chapter of

NARAS recently kicked off its

annual membership drive by

starting its "Grammy Tickets

Winner" contest in May. The

NARAS member who brings in the

most new active members will win

two free tickets to the live 1988

Grammy Awards Show. The show

will be televised from New York in
1988.

This month officers for 1987—88
will be elected. The new officers,
along with the newly elected Board of
Governors, will be announced in next
month‘s Memphis Star.

This month‘s meeting will be held

Tuesday, June 2, in the fifth floor

auditorium of the Media General

Building on Union Extended. The

meeting will begin at 5:30 p.m. Any—

one interested in receiving informa—

tion about NARAS should call
794—8539.*

Crawfish

Music

At Its

Finest

The 18th Annual

New Orleans Jazz and

Heritage Festival

 
by Rob Bowman
 

 

  

  

 

   

    

  
  

    

WeAre

the Memphis Chapter of the

National Academy of Record—

voting) members we‘re helping

to create Tomorrows Music

Industry today.

 

NARAS

The Grammy Awards

And Much More

If You‘re Part Of

The Recording Industry . . .

We‘d like to invite you to join F°"~*~" ~~=~~"~ooo aneten mae tane ae tale
| Please send me more info about joining NARAS:

ing Arts and Sciences. p Mins

z I Address

Our Active members vote for City

the Grammy winners, and

along with our Associate (non— State Zip

P.O. Box 41072 e Memphis, TN 38174—1072
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Wynton Marsalis doing his thing.

  

The eighteenth annual New

Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival

is now history. Running a grand total

of ten days, it is without a doubt the

finest annual festival currently

running in North America. The

breadth of music presented is

extremely wide, running the gamut

from cajun to jazz to blues to gospel to

country to juju; the food is extra—

ordinary — simply the best I have

had in a festival context; and the

crafts are similarly diverse and

alluring. Festival publicists

estimate that 3,000 musicians end up

playing for approximately 250,000

people over the ten days. There are

eighty different types of Louisiana

 

  

photo by Rob Bowman

cuisine available (new foods this year

included crawfish on a stick and

crawfish bread) and over two

hundred artisans present their work.

The majority of the festival‘s

activities center around the two

weekends with six days at the Fair

Grounds Race Track (up from five for

the first time) having music

presented on nine stages from 11:15

to 7 p.m. The Festival is non—profit

and consequently the daytime ticket
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price is an astoundingly low $8 in

advance and $8 at the Fair Grounds.
In addition to the daytime

activities, evening concerts featuring

some of the bigger musical names are

presented on the Riverboat

President, at Snug Harbor, the

Theatre for the Performing Arts,
Storyville Jazz Hall, Prout‘s Club
Alhambra and, for the first time, two

free evening concerts were presented

at the Spanish Plaza on the
Riverwalk adjacent to the Riverboat

President. The latter included an

evening with tap dancer and Apollo

legend Honi Coles, Dorothy Donegan

and Placide Adams‘ Dixieland Hall

Jazz Band followed by an evening

with the Alvin Batiste Group, the

New Orleans Saxophone Quartet and

the Pharoah Sanders Quartet with
Leon Thomas. I was unable to catch

 

 

 

  

plagued by poor sound. By the time

Fats finished his one and three—

quarter hour performance the vast

majority of the audience had left.

The next night Spyro Gyra and

Kenny G. were on the Riverboat but

we went uptown to check out a non—

Festival event, Los Lobos at

Tipitina‘s. Performing two sets

totalling two and a half hours of non—
stop mania deftly mixing songs from
their second LP By The Light of the
Moon with crazed covers of "La
Bamba," "I‘m Gonna Be A Wheel
Someday" and others, this was the

highlight of both weekends. A roots

oriented band, leaders Cesar Rosas
and David Hidalgo are equally adept

at Tex—Mex polkas, simmering

ballads and gutsy rock and roll.

Partway through the second set New

Orleans guitar great Earl King

 

Sweet Honey In The Rock at the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

either (one aspect of this Festival is

that it is simply impossible to see

everything one would want to) but,

the latter, by all reports, was
exceptional.

The first Friday saw the Four Tops

and Fats Domino sharing the bill for

two sold out concerts on the

Riverboat while The Timeless All—

Stars featuring Cedar Walton,

Buster Williams, Billy Higgins,
Curtis Fuller, Harold Land and

Bobby Hutcherson headlined at
Prout‘s Club Alhambra. We
attended the midnight Fats show and

for the first time in four years of
Festival going were disappointed.

The Tops veered dangerously close to

Las Vegas muzak going through all

the right motions with none of the

right emotion while Fats and his all—

star aggregate led by Dave

Bartholemew were tired, listless and

photo by Rob Bowman

joined them for some inspiring

jamming on his own "Let The Good

Times Roll."

The second weekend at the Fest

had two superb evening concerts.

Friday night rocked to the sounds of

the Fabulous Thunderbirds with

guests John Lee Hooker, Bonie Raitt,

Dr. John, Katie Webster, Rockin‘

Sydney, Lazy Lester, Room Full of

Blues and Duke Robillard for two

sold out shows while the Neville

Brothers and King Sunny Ade had
the boat dancing for two more shows

on Saturday. During the week
Rockin‘ Dopsie, Zachary Richard,

Beausoleil, Wynton Marsalis,
Stanley Jordan and Bobby McFerrin

were also heard in concert contexts.

The daytime events are the focus

for most people, due partially to the

price tag (the evening concerts are

cont. page 22
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ruggedindoorsman.

Nobody rents or sells more formalwear
than Gingiss. That‘s becausewe only stock
the most current fashions, plus important gearlike
formal shirts, bowties, studs, and even shoes.

Visit the number one choice of indoorsmen
in—the—know.

gingiss formalwear —

20% OFF

ANY PURCHASE OR RENTAL

WITH THIS AD
Expires 6/30/87

East Memphis South Memphis

362—5151 3964340
Hickory Ridge Plaza Southbrook Mail
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Memphis Children‘s Theatre

 

The children of Memphis Children‘s Theater putting on one of theirperformances and, inset, founder Lucile Ewing.
 by Cheryl Denise Wolder 

magine a place where children cango and learn to get along with eachother, a place where timidity can beovercome, a place where imaginationis encouraged, a place wherechildren can rule. Once upon a time,a lady imagined such a place andwith the help of her fairy god:—mothers, the Pink Palace Museumand the Memphis Park Commission,it became reality. And they called it.the Memphis Children‘s Theatre.Though it has changed over the thirtyor so years it has existed, all that isessential about it has remained.Memphis Children‘s Theatre gotits start in Lucile Ewing‘s vitalimagination around 1951. Her phil—osophy was simple: "Give children acreative outlet to work together withall types of people, to use their imagi—nations to keep them from beingtimid, because when they go out intothe world... they can‘t be timid." Thechildren, from grades 1 through 12(ages 6 to 18), ran the theatre. Theydidn‘t just act, sing, and dance, theyformed the board of directors, builtthe sets, ran the lights and the boxoffice.Today, though Mrs. Ewing retiredten years ago, much of this philos—

ophy survives intact. As Lisa M.Sikes, production manager, explains,"The basic premise of Children‘sTheatre is that it is of, by and for thechildren... with guidance from thesupervisors.
The small staff also includes twodance instructors, Kim Pierce andJulie Cornell, and one drama instrue—tor, Mark Landon Smith. —Andthey‘ve had some famous graduates:Willard Pugh was in The ColorPurple, Eric Henderson has been inJanet and Michael Jackson‘s videos,and Michael Geeter was on Design—ing Women last season. And there arealso a lot of doctors and lawyers whoremember their Children‘s Theatredays.Part of the structure of the theatreis the classes they offer. Once free,there is a small instructor‘s fee now,but the classes are kept to aroundfifteen or twenty students. Here thestudents are taught the fundamen—tals and then continue at their ownpace. "It‘s a lot of responsibility onus," Sikes points out. *"We‘resurrogate teachers and directors andsometimes surrogate parents." Thedifficulty lies in that "the kids todayare just different... They don‘t work ashard, they‘re...not as motivated insome ways," she says. Pamela VanGilder, dance director, points out,

however, that, "There are so manyother activities, so many school andacademic demands from theirparents and the school." This causesscheduling difficulties, missedrehearsals, and children picked uplate, sometimes long after rehearsalsare over.
The enthusiasm for theMemphisChildren‘s Theatre was strong at thestart. When auditions wereannounced, 300 to 400 childrenshowed up to try out. Originally, theLittle Theatre at the Pink Palace wasto be its permanent home but itproved to be too small. At last, theyfound the Quonset hut at the Mid—South Fairgrounds. Not that it wasperfect. As Sikes relates, "It leakedwhen it rained, and there were ratsaround." Still, she says, it was aspecial place. Some of their produc—tions ended up in the Overton ParkShell. These shows had large casts(100 or more) and drew large audien—ces, often over 3,000, a fact Mrs.Ewing feels has been forgotten inefforts by the fund—raising group thatis trying to save the shell. Shesuggests that the Children‘s Theatremight be involved somehow, eitherby invoking the past or promoting thefuture.
Nowadays the theatre, located inthe hobby center building behind theBoard of Education, hasn‘t gotten thekind of community support it used to.David Kellings, theatre director,{cels this is partly due to the lack ofpublicity children‘s theatre as awhole suffers from. Sikes is surethat, "if we could get the publicity, wecould pack the houses in here ‘causeparents are always looking for thingsto take their kids to that are whole—some." The theatre has a 200—seatauditorium which lately has been"averaging 30 to 40 people at the veryleast," says Kellings. The sizes of theaudience vary with the productions.With shows like Snow White, it‘s easyto sell out, while shows like SpoonRiver Anthology draw only smallcrowds.Even the children are differenttoday, Sikes says wistfully. "We havea lot of kids now who I think are moreinterested in being stars and goingfor the professional" as opposed tosimply doing it for fun and exper—ience. "One of the reasons we‘redoing George M/(is that) some of ourkids...have expressed an interest ingoing into the profession and we just
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figured that if you‘re really going to

go into it, you‘re going to have to

know how to do everything. Actors

used to just act, dancers used to just

dance, (etc.). Nowadays... you have to

be able to do it all."
Parents have always been

important to the theatre despite not

being allowed into rehearsal. Mrs.

Ewing realized that their presence

inhibited the children. Aside from

chauffeuring duties, parents donate

materials, ranging from nails to
costumes, to keep the theatre going.

At the present time the theatre has

five plays in rehearsal, including a

dance show, there are classes

throughout the 9 to 9 day, and

auditions and then rehearsals for
George M/! are coming up. Space is

the biggest problem. "We work in

lobbies, we work in conference

rooms, we work outside, we work in

the paint room, we work anywhere,"

says Sikes.
Of the shows in rehearsal, four are

winners of the Young Playwrights

competition, co—sponsored by the

cont. page 49
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Theatre Memphis

Schedules

Acting Classes

Classroom performing oppor—

tunities at Theatre Memphis for

adults and children have been

announced by executive producer

Sherwood Lohrey.

Local actress Irene Crist Foster

will teach adult acting for

beginners Saturdays, May 23 —

June 27 from 10:30 a.m. to noon.

Enrollment fees for the class are

$30 for Theatre Memphis

subscribers and $40 for non—

subscribers.

For children, ages 9 — 12, actor/

director Michael Holliday will

teach weekday classes July 13 — 24

from 10 a.m. to noon. Cost of the

classes will be $30 for theatre

subscribers‘ children and $40 for

others.

Registration is now under way

weekdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at

the theatre located at $30 Perkins

Extended.

For additional information call

Theatre Memphis at (901)
682—8323. x

  

TEST—DRIVE

ABMW

WIDEOPEN.

Presenting a BMW you‘re encouraged to open up in even the

quietest neighborhoods. The 325i Convertible.
A car which combinesall the joys of open—air driving with those of

driving a BMW.
Joys which here include a 6—cylinder, 168—horsepower engine "of

almost miraculous smoothness" (Motor Magazine). And an all—leather

interior offering ample room for four.
Those wishing to see a car deemed "alone in the automotive

landscape" (Auto Motor und Sport) should proceed to our showroom.

Where we invite you to examine the 325i

Convertible by starting it up. And then

opening it up.

  

 

  

©1987 BMW of North America, Inc. The BMW trademark and logo are registered

Come See

Tom Adair

At

6175 Mt. Moriah Ext.

(901) 365—2584
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by Anna Cham

he David Kurtz story could be

Act I for almost every suceess—

ful pop artist. The elements

are all here — years of writing songs,

countless backing bands, miles of

studio tapes, and hours of day gigs to

support the music. Throw in a few

broken promises and deals gone bad

for a typical seenario.

The main character is a musician
with talent, persistence and wisdom

 
gained through experience. The
supporting cast is an entourage of

musicians,. producers and lawyers.
Act I ends at the eve of the show:

case; a recording contract prerequi—
site. IF your timing is right and IF.

the critics (A & R people) like you.

you get through intermission to play
Act IL.

David Kurtz is ready for the

curtain to open on Act II. His most

recent demo tape has the attention of

record label A & R‘s. His support:

   

ing musicians (Tony Maharry, Troy

Upchurch, Kenny Long, Billy

Maharry, David Wade and Amy

Gibson) have been seriously rehears—

ing for 2 months. Management is

exclusively Star Stage, Inc., one of

the newest and most aggressive

teams in the area. David has re—

tained one of the city‘s only music—in—

dustry oriented lawyers, Steve Wea—

ver. Additional studio time is

scheduled for the labels wanting to

hear more with producer/engineer
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Danny Jones (credits include Creed,

Calculated X, Patti LaBelle) hoping

to mix magic for David Kurtz.

Why is this musician creating such
a buzz in the industry when he hasn‘t
played in a public venue for almost a

year?

 

‘"I want to do what

I‘m gifted to do.

I want to be paid

for writing songs."

— David Kurtz

 

The demo tunes were broadcast on

The Eagle‘s Nest earlier this year on

the same segment that featured

Jimmy Davis and Nexus demos and

on another all Memphis Music show.

When I heard the tape I got on the

case of tracking one down for my

personal listening pleasure.
That 4—song tape was cut at Sounds

Unreel Studio by the same team that
masterminded the deals for Rob

Jungklas, Richard Orange and
Jimmy Davis and Nexus. Pro—
duced and engineered by Don Smith
with Jack Holder (guitars,
keyboards), Dave Cochran (bass),
and Chuck Reynolds (drums) playing
their parts. Jimmy Davis added
background vocals.
Four tunes in the rock/pop vein.

With the vocals out front over layers
of melodic instruments, Kurtz music
will fit any radio format that rotates
Robert Palmer or Steve Winwood.
"The Lady Knows," "I See You,"
"High Time You Knew" and "Before

It‘s Too Late" are relationship songs

about love and trying to love. Always

a marketable theme.

In these video days, the image and
style of the artist‘s live performance

is on the line as much as the quality of

musicianship. Memphis music
groupies haven‘t seen Kurtz live in
the past year, but the chance is
coming at Memphis Music Expo.

If you have seen Kurtz perform it
was probably as the front man for a

band known as White Kid Leather
and/or Looker (same band, different
years). My first viewing of his per—
formance was three years ago at a
White Kid Leather rehearsal.
Conned into going by a friend of a
member, | only regretted it ‘til they
started to play. I was ecstatic about
the melodic rock originals and
mesmerized by the singer‘s ability to
make a living room seem like a stage.
On an actual stage (for instance, Club
Felevision where | saw them 2 years

ago) Kurtz takes over every unoccu—

pied inch as he struts, dances and

sings across his material.

Stage.

White Kid Leather featured lots of
spandex, leather and Prince—style
lace. Kurtz says those days are gone.
"The image projected for those that
saw Looker (WKL) is totally different
(than the current look). Now it‘s
much more sophisticated to go with

the music."
Kurtz left the rock band to pursue a

more commercial pop sound.. He
signed a production deal with Greg
Redding and headed into the Attic
Studio to cut songs with the likes of
Jimmy Griffin (Bread). Sam Shoup.
and Rusty MeFarland. After invest.
ing a year in the project the songs
were shelved and thats all David
Kurtz will say about it.

Five vears of living in Memphis
and five different projects have
occupied Kurtz

"I eame here (to Memphis) not
knowing anyone. I| transfered here
with a day job and it took 6 months to
get in a band," Kurtz recalls.

Coming from Chicago, he brought
an album just released by radio

station WLUP—FM (it was 1982). The
Top Ten Bands (Chicago area) album
featured a David Kurtz original as
the first cut on the first side.

The first Memphis band Kurtz got
involved with was The Touch. ("Be—

fore I knew anybody.") Next was The
Next. ("(Good musicians. That would
have been a great band. But Charlie
Yarwood, he‘s with Think As Incas
now, left to play with Debra DeJean
and Ray Barrickman left to play with
Hank Williams, Jr.")

David Kurtz, at right. with producer Danny Jones and Larry McKeehan of Star
photo by Kelly K. Craig

Changing bands, studios and
musical categories gives the oppor—

tunity to explore the limits and find
your niche. What direction is David

Kurtz headed now?
"The commercial pop vein. I want

a solid record deal and I want the
record company to work me to death.

"I dont want to be a write—off. I
wouldnt sign a record contract dated
December 31 if it was the last one in

the world."
"Someday ‘d like to produce, after

I‘ve recorded several albums. I‘d like
to try to discover someone and cut
through some of the bullshit for
them. I‘ve been through so much
bull, dealt with so many skeptical

people. my parents, to name two."
Why endure repeated rejection and

80 hour work in pursuit of a
musical career?
David Kurtz sums it up for every

musician I know; I want to do what
I‘m gifted to do. I want to be paid for
writing songs." *
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Why Samplers

Can Endanger

Your Life

The following is the concludinginstallment of Mr. Hardy‘s essay onsamplers. The first appeared in theApril, 1987 issue. by Joe Hardy 

  
RECORDING FORTHE
RICH &FAMOUSAND
THE POOR&HUNGRY

No matter what your recording budget, CottonRow Recording can meet your needs. Our main studiois 24 track and equipped with a Trident Series 80 con—sole and an Otari MTR 90 tape machine. Add to thatMemphis‘ hottest engineers and producers, andyou‘ve got the best sound in town.Upstairs is a cozy little studio called The Attic. InThe Attic we offer 8, 12 or 16 track recording at
very affordable rates. It‘s a great place to becreativewithout going too far into the pocket.
So if you‘re somewhere between Rich & Famousand Poor & Hungry, call Cotton Row Recording at901—276—8518. Or call The Attic at 901—276—8525.

(— 1503 Madison Avenue — Memphis, TN 38104

 

    

‘ve written several articles for theStar generally extolling the vir—tues of digital technology with re—spect to music production. As sciencemarches on, we‘re presented with abewildering maze of new instru—ments at lower and lower prices.Unfortunately they‘re competing forthe limited supply of dollars avail—able to a musician who tries to make a
living in Memphls So; you‘ve got a
DX, you‘ve got a Jupiter or an
Oberheim, and you know you‘ll
finally hit the big time when you buy
a sampler. You‘ve alréady told your
wife she‘ll have to find a job, the kid
will just have to wait ‘til next year for
the minor surgery, and you‘ve
covered up your out of date inspec—
tion sticker with duct tape. I mean,
you just gotta have one right? Well,
maybe.

First, I‘m a sampling fanatic. I
make my wife listen to CD‘s for "theft
opportunities" if you know what I
mean. John Hampton and I have
been all over midtown with a VHS hi—
fi and a carload of drums (the
Holiday Inn Overton Square parking
garage gets a five star rating. Don‘t
forget to turn off the big exhaust fan
on the west wall. Also, I‘m sure the
management would encourage you to
turn it back on before you leave).
I‘ve been able to salvage marginal
vocals by sampling a line here and
there and replacing some of the
really bad lines. It‘s also fashionable
to record twenty or thirty tracks of
background vocals on one chorus,
sample a mix of that performance,
then fly the sample to subsequent
choruses. Finally, perhaps most im—
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Sampler theft opportunities may or may not be legal.

portantly, no one has to put up with

string players any more. I‘m also for—

tunate enough to be employed at an

institution which purchased a

Fairlight Series III (140 meg hard

disk, tape streamer, 16 bit linear

PCM, two minute stereo samples at a

rate of 44.1k, blah, blah . . . ) and I

absolutely love it. Bearing in mind

that this is a $90,000 gadget and, to be

painfully honest, light years beyond

that Japanese thing you‘re thinking
about buying, I‘ll tell you what

samplers WONT do.

I was producing a band from

Virginia and we rented Sam Shoup‘s

TX—816 rack. The band goes away

and Sam, either because of his

incredibly busy schedule or be—

cause he‘s brain damaged and forgot,

left his rack laying around for a

week. I saw a theft opportunity and

recorded every C and G up the key—

board with a Rhodes patch onto a 32

track digital recorder. Then I

doubled it, tripled it, thought what

the hell, and filled all 32 tracks.

That‘s the equivalent of 256 DX—7‘s. I

split the Fairlight keyboard into 12

sections and did nice long samples of

each note. The problem is that the

result of these long hours of work

doesn‘t sound as good as a single DX —

Ts

The reason is that literally millions

of different timbres are obtained by

the relationship between key velocity

and the operators of a DX and my

sample only reflected one of these

possibilities. Most sounds that don‘t

change much over time tend to sound

unexciting and dull in much the same

way that an animated conversation—

alist can hold your attention longer

than someone who speaks in a

monotone.

When you strike a piano key harder

it doesn‘t just get louder — it gets

brighter (at least for the first 20

milliseconds or so), it goes sharp

(again for the attack portion of the

envelope), the harmonic relation—

ships change, other strings vibrate

sympathetically, ete. To perfectly

mimic a piano not only would you

have to sample each note — that‘s a lot

of memory, bud — you‘d have to

sample every note at every velocity.

A Kurzweil uses an artificial intelli—

gence routine to fake these complex

relationships: a piano key is struck

hard and then soft. Through inter—

polation a sound modelling program

then determines what a key struck at

middle velocity should sound like. I

think it sounds like crap.

All samplers exhibit this funda—

mental problem, and, until the price

of RAM falls considerably, that‘s the

way it‘s going to stay. Different

manufacturers use different schemes

to mimic the way acoustic

instruments respond to dynamic

changes, but most samplers assign

voice levels and filter frequencies to

key velocity. This velocity of course

gives an approximation of how hard

the key was struck. If you‘re only

interested in ripping the snare drum

from "Single Life" or the first bass

drum beat from "When The Levee

Breaks" (an activity which may or

may not be legal —— nobody knows)

these limitations aren‘t too

important. Most people want drums

to be hit as hard as possible, every

beat, every song. If, however, you

want to sample an acoustic piano a

synthetic texture will be obvious. It

may pass in the context of a whole
music track, but it wouldn‘t make it

on a Bruce Hornsby record.

Bummer.

Perhaps the major problem with

samplers is the awful probability

that as soon as you buy one, another

will be marketed with twice the

memory at half the price. Suck it up

dude, it‘s bound to happen. A 1983

Series II Fairlight doesn‘t have the

capabilities of a Mirage which costs

thousands less. Ifyour wife found out

that you had done somehing like that,

there‘s not a chance in a hundred

she‘d let you live (in fact, the

Tennessee state legislaturejust intro—

duced a bill which defines any

domestic homicide involving techno—

logical obsolescence as a misdemean—

or —— no kidding, you can look it up).

Finally, musicians often have an

underlying suspicion that the latest

this or that will somehow improve

their playing or songwriting

abilities. To an extent I believe this to

be true. A marginal keyboard player

can do wonderful things with a

sequencer, someone postscoring a

jingle has much greater control over

the final product if the sound effects

have been sampled and can then be

triggered by time code (and, lest we

forget, no string players). But

samplers are like computers and, like

all computers, follow the GIGO

principle: garbage in, garbage out.

They aren‘t a remedy for lousy

playing or, more importantly, lousy

thinking.

Now that all of this doom and

gloom is out of the way have you guys

seen the ad for the Casio FZ—1? 16—bit

linear for 14.5 seconds at 36k?

$1547.00 from a discount store or as

much as you want to pay here in town.

Now where did I put that duct

tape .": " *

Editor‘s Note: While we appreciate

Mr. Hardy‘s technical and writing

excellence we feel constrained to say

that someofour bestfriends are string

players.
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PICKUPS

GUITAR &
BASS PICKUPS

ACTIVE ELECTRONICS

Ready To Try

Something Different?
The Choice of the East and
West Coast Pros Is Now
Available In Memphis

Hear Them Today At ...

Guitar Works

1153 Union at 1—240

726—5473
"Slick And In Tune"

& I

C

SWIMWEAR
bikinis, trunks,

cover—ups

LEATHER
suits and
skirts

SEQUINS
dresses and
hats

EXOTIC
boots, shoes and
accessories

EELSKIN
bags and
briefcases

HATS
gaucho,
outback,
panamas, etc.

SILKS, GAUZE, JEANS & MORE

Mon. — Thurs. 11 — 7, Fri. & Sat. 11 — 10
Sun. 1 — 6

901—522—9291
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Third Annual Music Pioneer Awards

 

 

 
From left, Caria Thomas, Ann Peebles and Don Bryant singing "That‘s What

Friends Are For" at the Music Pioneer Awards.

 

by Rob Bowman
 

 

On Friday, May 1 while many

music connoisseurs were enjoying

the first day of the second weekend of

the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage

Festival, this intrepid reporter

stayed behind in Memphis for the

Third Annual Music Pioneer Awards

presented by songwriter, producer

and recording artist Dan Greer‘s

non—profit United Music Heritage.

This year Hi Rhythm, the fabled

studio ensemble that played behind

nearly all of the classic recordings of

Al Green, Ann Peebles, Syl Johnson,

Otis Clay, O.V. Wright and Denise

LaSalle, and former Memphian,

country singer and writer extra—

ordinaire, O.B. McClinton were

being honored. O.B. is presently

stricken by cancer and was unable to
attend. In his place a videotape of

part of his performance at a night in
his honor in Nashville last November
was screened.
The event was a twenty—five dollar

a plate affair at the Airport Hilton.
Subtitled a "Jam With The Stars"
Dinner the evening had a number of
problems. The most vexing was the
absence of equipment for the Hi
Rhythm section to play on. Hence, it
was impossible to have a jam. With

photo by Rob Bowman

local luminariessuch as Rufus and
Carla Thomas, Ann Peebles, Don
Bryant, Earl Forrest, Michael Allen
and Earl Randle present this was a
tremendous disappointment. A
number of people has paid the admis—
sion price specifically for this part of
the event.

There was however some fine
music presented initially by the
Watson Singers and later by Fred
Ford and Honeymoon Garner. The
highlight was an exquisite five—part
rendition of Dionne Warwick‘s
"That‘s What Friends Are For" per—
formed by Earl Randle at the piano
with Dan Greer, Carla Thomas, Don
Bryant and Ann Peebles providing

vocal support. The rarely heard
Peebles was earth—shattering with
her one verse solo. Oh, to get her back
on records . ..
Another problem revolved around

the Hilton‘s shoddy service. For a
first class hotel it is hard to
understand why dirty plates sat on
tables for three hours, why it was
virtually impossible to order a drink
or why the staff was often less than
helpful.

The meat of the evening was the
presentation of thirty—nine awards to
Memphians involved in the music
industry. The list, obviously wide—

cont. page 23
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Dan "Elwood Blues" Ackroyd sat in

with The Coolers at Mallard‘s during

the Bar—B—Que contest.
photo by Diane Bauer

Ringo Starr playing drums on the

Island Queen, April 28, for his

"Thank You, Memphis" party

hosted by the former Beatle and his

wife Barbara Bach. His album,

recorded here at Chips Moman‘s

Three Alarm Studio, is due out later

this month.
photo by Judy Peiser

courtesy of Center for Southern Folklore
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Tipper Gore Talks About The PMRC,

Censorship And Signs Copies Of Her Book

 
by Skip Howard
 

hen Tipper Gore purchased

Prince‘s Purple Rain album

for her daughter a couple of years

ago, she probably did not realize at

the time that that seemingly insig—

nificant purchase would eventually

beget an organization of concerned

parents, a Senate hearing, confron—

tations with both artists and execu—

tives in the recording industry,

national speaking engagements, TV

appearances and the publication of

her book, Raising PG Kids in an X—

Rated Society (Abingdon Press,
1987).

At any rate, Mary Elizabeth

"Tipper" Gore, wife of Senator

Albert Gore Jr. (D—Tenn.),, pur—

chased the album because her

daughter liked Prince‘s song, "Let‘s

Go Crazy." On the same album,

however, Tipper Gore found another

song called "Darling Nikki," in

which Prince extols the virtues‘ of an

overly—sexed girl named Nikki. She

was shocked by the explicitness of the

song, and she soon discovered she was

not alone.

Gore and several of her friends,

who also happened to be the wives of

some Washington, D.C. heavy—

weights, banded together and

formed the Parents‘ Music Resource

Center. She soon found herself thrust

into the national limelight as the

spokesperson for the PMRC and its

 

concerns about the new morality — or

lack of — being presented to the

nation‘s young people through the

various entertainment media, music

in particular. If this was not enough

to contend with, she also had to fight

to keep her name from being used in

the same context with censorship.

— As soon as Gore opened her mouth

to address concerns about excesses in

content in music and videos, half the

whole of the country‘s population was

ready to lock her up because she

dared to "tell us what we could and

could not listen to." If people were to

be believed, the dictionary definition

for censorship supposedly said, "see
Gore, Tipper."

Musical artists as diverse as
Wendy O. Williams, Frank Zappa,

John Denver and Dee Snider banded

together in an unlikely alliance to

tame the censorship shrew. She was
lampooned and vilified in many of the

national music magazines at the

same time she was lauded and

glorified in the‘ more mainstream
media.

The battle sears have now healed,

and Tipper Gore is currently in the

midst of a tour to promote her book

and to speak to parents concerned

with musical excesses and to others

convinced she is trying to stifle

creative artistic expression. One of

her stops last month was in Memphis,

where she attended autograph

parties at two bookstores and spoke to

members of Project CAMEC

(Community Awareness of Music

and Entertainment Content), a

Kiwanis organization that

approaches on a local level the same

concerns addressed by the PMRC on
the national level.

One of the main things Tipper Gore

would love to get across is that she —

and the PMRC — do not advocate
censorship.

"The Parents‘ Music Resource

Center is in coalition with the

National PTA and the American

Academy of Pediatrics," she said.

"We have clearly stated time and

time again that we‘re not interested
in censorship."

What the coalition does want, Gore

said, is consumer information so that

parents and others in the market—

place can make decisions about what

to buy and what not to buy. She calls

this a "time—honored tradition" that

Americans are accustomed to. "All

this is is truth—in—packaging," she
said.

Tipper Gore will also be the first to

admit that she likes rock music,

which is another reason she does not

want to see it banned. "I like rock

music, I grew up with it, I still like it

and I ‘expect my children to be
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attracted to it," she said, "but one

thing that makes me a little sick at

heart is to see some of the trends in it

where it‘s very exploitive, very

graphic and violent. And I think the

only way to address that in a free

society is through information and

through education and getting

people tuned in and helping younger

kids make those choices."

When high—school and college—aged

people accuse her of trying to clamp

down an iron glove on what they

listen to and watch, her reply is that

her focus is on preteens, young

adolescents and elementary school

children.

"I say to them: ‘I don‘t want to make

this unavailable to you at all. It‘s your

choice, it‘s your decision‘," she said.

"This is for parents of younger

children in today‘s world. They have

so many choices and they appreciate

any extra help and guidance they can

get from an industry.

"If a parent wants to keep a record

away from a younger kid, that‘s his or

her right. If a parent wants to keep a

record away from you, that‘s his or

her right. It isn‘t my right, and I‘m

not trying to make it so."

She says her book and her concerns

are clearly addressed to parents, in

part because of what she calls the in—

sensitivity with which society treats

children.

"I think people should be more

tuned in to where kids 7, 8, 9, 10 years

old are developmentally," she said.

"There are certain things they can

handle and there are certain things

they can‘t handle. Kids are growing

up a lot faster these days. Obviously
these kids are learning about a lot of

things in daily life, but I don‘t think

it‘s irresponsible to point out how

some in the media — in the enter—

tainment media — have exploited

some messages to very young kids,

and the people that ought to be con—

cerned with this are the parents, and

that‘s why my book is aimed at them."

Since the PMRC was founded in

1985, Gore said a lot of consciousness

has been raised, and discussion has

taken place in both the marketplace

and in the music industry.

"I know that teenagers and kids

themselves have talked about these

issues," she said, "because the

Parents‘ Resource Music Center has

received a lot of requests from

teenagers who were doing papers on

the subject. I think it has raised an

cont. page 49  

Sweethearts of the Rodeo being filmed by the Nashville Network at the Peabody

   

Alley May 3. West Memphian Bela Fleck, inset, of the New Grass Revival poses

backstage with his favorite magazine.

 

by Sandy McKenna 

Peabody Alley played host Sunday,

May 3 to three of the hottest groups in

country music — the O‘Kanes, New

Grass Revival, and the Sweethearts

of the Rodeo. Replete with a new

stage backdrop, the Alley, under the

direction of Peabody Producktions,

has quickly established a reputation

for staging premiere talent. When

Nashville Network got wind of the

show, they packed up miles of cable

line (and seemingly hundreds of color

monitors) to video—tape the concert.

Airing in October, it will be included

as part of TNN‘s celebration of

country music month.

If there were muggers in The Alley

that night, it had to be the O‘Kanes.

They knocked out the audience with

their finely crafted, intricate music

and harmonies and embellished their

music with an accordian as it has

never been played before. Un—

fortunately, group leaders Jamie

O‘Hara and Kieren Kane didn‘t feel

that their act was ready for broad—

cast, so they asked not to be a part of

the television special. It will be the

audience‘s loss.

"If you want to make something

sound weird, play it on a banjo," says

Bela Fleck of New Grass Revival.

Their sound is "diametrically

photo by Diane Bauer

different" than the O‘Kanes‘ because

it is "fast and busy with a lot of licks."

Fleck says Memphis‘ influence is

obvious in their music because they

play their instruments "real hard,"

much like the music of the fifties that

our city is renowned for. New Grass

is bluegrass with a twist — alive with

reggae, jazz, country and rock, and

all were synthesized by singular

musicianship to an enthusiastic

house.

The Sweethearts were plagued

with technical difficulties. Although

this sister duo did all they could with

one—liners to keep the crowd enter—

tained, the delays outlasted many

people‘s patience. The sound for their

set seemed worse for wear, and, in the

opinion of fans, hampered their

performance. Three bands of

headline caliber may also be one too

many, especially when it‘s being

video—taped with extended respites

for filming audience applause.

The staff of Nashville Network had

nothing but praise for the co—

operation and hospitality they were

shown by the Peabody and the city of

Memphis. Hopefully, state—of—the—art

production techniques will mask the

sometimes unavoidable difficulties of

taping a live concert, and save for the

absence of the show—stopping

O‘Kanes, the viewers will get a real

sense of the concert and the Alley,

itself. *
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Jammin‘ With

Rock 98 &Amro

Memphis has long had a

reputation for. fostering new

musical talent. In that tradition,

Rock 98 and Amro‘s Musitron

have joined forces to sponsor

weekly "Jams" to give up—and—

coming bands a chance to be

heard.

Performers and audience

members agree that the Jams

provide an excellent opportunity

for young bands to gain valuable

stage experience and to learn from

watching other bands. While

usually comprised of young metal

and glam—rock enthusiasts such as

Mystress (currently receiving

airplay on Rock 98), Erebus and

Tora Tora, the Jams have

regularly featured surprise

appearances by more mature

bands such as Girlfriend,

Icebound, the Dice and the

Accelerators. In the course of an

evening one can expect to hear

anything and everything from

Aretha Franklin covers to

demonic shades of Ozzy and

Megadeth to rave—up rockabilly

originals.

‘The audiences, mostly other

musicians and young, fashion—con—

scious hangers—on more concerned

with appearance than— music,

  

Mystress is among the local bands

benefitting from "The Jam."
photo by Kelly K. Craig

enthusiastically support their

favorites by rushing the stage to

applaud and thrash about in time

to the music. The Musitron pro—

vides all sound and stage equip—

ment giving many of these per—

formers the chance to work with

top of the line equipment.

If you want to experience the

infectious excitement of some of

the area‘s newest bands, or if your

band has been looking for that

first break, check out the

Amro/Rock 98 Jams. Remaining

dates are June 16th, 23rd and

30th. Registration information is

available by calling Jim Medlin at
323—8888. x

 

 

Memphis Area

Radio Stations

CLASSICAL & DIVERSIFIED

FM 90 WEVL |

FM 91 WKNO

FM 89 WLYX

FM 92 WSMS

CONTEMPORARY & AOR

AM 1070 WDIA

AM 1430 WLVS

FM 88 WQOX

FM 94 WEZI

FM 98 KWLN

FM 97 WHRK

FM 100 WMC

FM 101 KRNB

FM 103 WEGR

FM 104 WRVR

 

— COUNTRY

AM 790 WMC

AM 1170 WWEE

FM 106 WGKX

GOSPEL/CHRISTIAN

AM 640 WCRV

AM 730 KSUD

AM 990 KWAM

AM 1030 WXSS

AM 1340 WLOK

AM 1480 WMQM

FM 107 KFTH

NEWS TALK

AM 560 WHBQ

AM 1380 WMPS

OLDIES

AM 600 WREC

AM 680 WRVR

AM 1210 WGSF

   

Crawfish Music
from page 11

about $20 a shot), the presence of the

craft and foodways and the sheer

staggering number of musicians

heard on nine different stages. Over

the two weekends each year every

New Orleans rhythm and blues star

from Lee Dorsey to Clarence

Frogman Henry can be heard as well

as virtually every cajun, zydeco,

blues and jazz musician from

southern Louisiana. In addition, on

‘each day at least one Mardi Gras
Indian tribe is presented as are a host

of performers from all over the States

. and this year also from the Caribbean
and in a few cases Africa and Europe.

Among these were Toots and the
Maytals, Jose Feliciano, Carl

Perkins, Sweet Honey In The Rock,

Richard Thompson, Moe Bandy,
Wilson Picket‘, Alex Chilton and the
Band.

With nine stages operating

simultaneously, the Festival—goer is

often frustrated by conflicts. This

frustration is exacerbated by the

scheduling tendency to stack the

lineup for the two Sundays with

bigger names leaving the two

Fridays and Saturdays with a lot less

of prime interest. The final Sunday

was mind—boggingly intense as we

zipped from Richard Thompson to

see only minutes of first Katie

Webster and then Aaron Neville solo

and had to skip the Famous Zion

Harmonizers completely. Also, as

usual, the sound at Stage One (this

year called the WVUE Burger King

stage as the Festival has now

engaged sponsors for a number of the
stages) was disappointing.

Highlights, though, were many. I

shall list a few. Richard Thompson‘s

droll wit, superior acoustic guitar
technique and razor edge songs of

departure captivated a capacity

crowd the final Sundaywhile Sweet

Honey In The Rock electrified

Economy Hall the day before. On the

first weekend two cajun acts, the

charismatic Zachary Richard with

his Zack Attack and the dance hall

favorites Beausoleil, were the

highlights.

Overall, a great two weekends,

maybe slightly less. stupefyingly

cataclysmic than usual but yes, next

year I will be back eating soft shell

crab poor boys, eyeing exquisite

clothing in the crafts areas and

listening and dancing to wonderfully

varied musics. *
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Pioneer Awards

from page 18

ranging, cited stellar musicians such
as Onzie Horn and Bill Harvey as
well as behind the scenes personages

such as Stan Kessler and Sunbeam
Mitchell. For each a brief biography

already printed in the program was
read aloud. Here was yet another
problem. To read thirty—nine
biographies takes forever. Many
people grew restless at this point and
left. I have two recommendations: 1.
Since the bios were already included
in the program it is not necessary to
read them all; 2. Thirty—nine awards
in one year is simply too much.
Several years down the road one is
going to run out of people to present
to.

Despite the problems, though, one
has to commend Dan Greer, Earl
Randle, Mattie Sengstacke, Whittier
Sengstacke, Cordell Jackson and
Fred Ford for the efforts of United
Music Heritage to preserve and
honor Memphis‘ extraordinary
Music Heritage. Hopefully next
year‘s program will be the unequiv—
ocal success such an event deserves to

be. x

 

 

June Music On Public TV

During the month of June

WKNO Channel 10 (your public

television station), will present

several programs encompassing

the various genres of music,

including an over view of the life of

Beethoven and legendary blues

performer Willie Dixon live in

concert.

The programs commence at

9:00 p.m., June 7th with Great

Performances as Leonard

Bernstein conducts the Vienna

Philharmonic Orchestra with

soloist Krystian Zimerman in a

performance of works by

Johannes Brahms, followed at

10:00 p.m. by "I Am the Blues" fea—

turing Willie Dixon. In this

concert Dixon will be reunited

with Baby Doo Caston after a 30—

year hiatus. Backed by the

Chicago All—Stars, they will play

such Dixon classics as "Built For

Comfort," "Seventh Son," and "I

Just Want To Make Love To You."

Wednesday, June 10th at 8:00

p.m. Peter Ustinov hosts "The

Immortal Beethoven," a look at

the mortal and immortal aspects

of the life of composer Ludwig van

Beethoven.

On Sunday, June 21st Great

Performances will present the

Concertgebouw Orchestra of

Amsterdam under the baton of

Carlos Kleiber in two works by

Ludwig van Beethoven.

Wednesday, June 24th, On

Stage At Wolf Trap will present

"The New Sousa Band On Stage

At Wolf Trap." Conductor Keith

Brion re—creates the legendary

traveling band of the great John

Philip Sousa in this "time

capsule" of turn—of—the—century

entertainment.

Lastly, on Sunday, June 28th,

Great Performances will present

Angela Lansbury as Mrs. Lovett

in Stephen Sondheim‘s "Sweeney

Todd." *
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The Hoodoo Gurus, clockwose from top left, Mark Kingsmill,

 

 

Clyde Bramley, Dave Faulkner and Brad Shepherd, will open

for the Bangles at Mud Island June 12.

 

by Luann Williams
 

he Hoodoo Gurus are without
question one of the coolest bands

alive. To bring you up to date here
are the brief chronological steps of
Hoodoo evolution.
Singer and guitarist Dave

Faulkner is the only intact founding
member of the band that formed in
Perth a little over six years ago.
They played their first live gig before
millions on Australian TV after
submitting a $10 demo tape. They
landed a record deal after their

second television performance as a
backing band for an act called Phil

Lattery and His Singing Dog. Their

third album, Blow Your Cool, has

just been released on Elektra

Records. No doubt it will fare as well

as their previous releases; 1984‘s

Stoneage Romeos and 1985‘s Mars

Needs Guitars (see review in

Memphis Star, March, 1988) both
held number 1 on the college charts
for five weeks plus.

The present line up of Faulkner,
Brad Shepherd on guitar and vocals,
Clyde Bramley on bass and vocals
and drummer Mark Kingsmill are
winding up a mostly sell—out U.S.
tour that included a date with the
dB‘s and the Fleshtones at Mardi
Gras. "They are two of my favorite

bands," Faulkner said. The Hoodoo
also filmed a video for "Good Times"
from the new LP in New Orleans.
The Hoodoo Gurus are leading the

pack of a flood of Australian bands

that are also putting out great

records and invading U.S. shores —

The Scientists, Huxton Creepers,

Midnight Oil, Hunters and Collectors

to name a few. —According to
Faulkner, the club scene in Australia

is healthy and a no—holds—barred
policy is the norm for bands and
audiences alike. Though such made—
for—radio acts like Rick Springfield
and Men at Work made it big in the
U.S., they didn‘t necessarily lead the
way for a big musical migration out
of Australia. "We would have done it
anyway," Faulkner said.

In Australia we‘re considered a
pop band. We get played on radio
alongside Duran Duran but we‘re
still trying to gain an audience .. . I
guess we‘re still underground in
some ways," Faulkner mused.

Faulkner is quite the nimble—
witted fellow. "I try to inject light—
heartedness into songs ... I try not to
be too serious," he laughed. "Dig It

Up" from the first LP Stoneage
Romeos in a case in point. It tells a
tale about a girlfriend living under—
ground, six feet under in fact, but
pleads that you can‘t bury love, you‘ve
got to dig it up.

That is only one of the many
references to death — "Death Ship,"
"Kamikaze," "Poison Pen," "Death
Defying," "Hayride to Hell." But
that‘s just being overly analytical.
"None of that is on purpose,"
Faulkner laughed. "The songs just
turned out that way."

The Hoodoos are far from being
morbid, though even their name
implies voodoo and religion and some
sort of odd devotion to the under—
world. But that‘s just coincidence
again. "Wejust came up with Hoodoo
Gurus actually. It kind of rolls off the
tongue. And club owners always
spell it wrong," Faulkner said.
He seems to get a thrill from

throwing people off base. He lists
Rogers and Hart, Irving Berlin,

Frank Loeser and Hoagy Carmichael

as some of his influences but admits
that some are justjokes. On a slightly

more serious note he says, "I believe

that the poet‘s use of ordinary
language affects my writing."

Not too proud to slap half an

album‘s sleeve full of dedications, the

Hoodoo thank such likelies as Elvis

Costello but also a motley crew that
includes Beef Jerky, Eve Arden, Tex

Avery, Cheryl Ladd, Barbara Eden,
Don Knotts, Lucille Ball, Chuck

Barris, Tina Louise and Arnold
Ziffel. They must, get a lot of
American reruns on Australian TV.
Faulkner explained that they

couldn‘t limit the dedications to just a
couple of people. "Everybody has
someone they like so we just put them
all on. We didn‘t do that with the new
record, though. It‘s a break with
tradition."

The Hoodoos will be playing

Memphis for the first time when they

open for the Bangles at Mud Island
on Fridax. June 12.

But their ties with Memphis
musically are close, if you read
between thelines. Brad Shepherd
and ex—Hoodoo drummer James
Baker played in a group called
Beasts of Bourbon, close in kin to the
Cramps and Panther Burns.
Panther Burns toured Australia

earlier this year. "We saw them on, I
think, their last date in Australia.
Falco‘s Lorette (of the Hellcats)
assembled an all—girl band to play.
They were great."
~I guess you could call it a sort of
cultural—musical exchange. On that
note, this one is dedicated to Dave and
Brad and Clyde and Mark. *
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"The United

States Calling

Mr. Chris Bailey"

 

Interview With The

Leader Of The Saints

 

 

by Susan Hesson 

 

little over a decade ago a

seemingly innocent incident in a

recording studio shifted gears on the

then stagnating music industry. The

year was 1978; disco was king and

rock and roll was relegated to a com—

paratively minor role in the scheme

of things.

That incident led to the release of a

single entitled "I‘m Stranded." The

band was The Saints, from Australia.

The sound was raw, young, snotty

and angry. Chris Bailey, leader of

these not—always—so—saintly fellows,

was hailed as the brilliant "godfather

of punk." Bob Geldof, vocalist of the

Boomtown Rats and latter—day inter—

national fund—raiser once said of

them, "Rock music in the 70‘s was

changed by three bands — The Sex

Pistols, The Ramones and The
Saints."

Ten years later Chris Bailey still

has to answer to that reputation and

that statement, despite the changes

in the band‘s lineup and the evolution

of their music from loud, fast and

arrogant to a more intensely soulful,

edgy rock—blues mixture. —

"That first record was done when I

was a teenager and I had no exper—

ience in a recording studio before; I

didn‘t know what they were for — so

we just went in and banged it dowin

one evening," Bailey explained

during a trans—Atlantic interview. "I

don‘t know if my philosophy of life or

my ideology has changed in ten years

but certainly the amount of applica—

tion or my skills in the job have

improved. To me ‘Strandedis a bit
on the embarrassing side, but I kind
of like it — it‘s sort of like an old photo—
graph of something I used to be."
The original Saints parted

company in 1978 following the

release of two albums on Sire in the
United States. To date, Bailey and

   

Chris Bailey will lead the Saints into

Memphis June 17 at The Antenna.

drummer Ivor Hay are the only

surviving members of the original

lineup, while Archie Larizza and

Richard Burgman round out the

modern—day Saints. In various

configurations six additional albums

were released in Europe, and while
dribs and drabs of their music found

their way to the States via imports,

American success eluded them.

Recently, though, with their signing

to Steven Gottlieb‘s TVT Records

(yes, the same fellow that brought

you Television‘s Greatest Hits,
Volumes I & I1) their latest release,

All Fool‘s Day, (see review, Memphis

Star, May, 1987) is finally garnering
them the stateside recognition they
deserve.

Gottlieb‘s enthusiasm came as a

surprise to the Saints, but a good one,
as Bailey described it. "Initially it
was quite shocking that Steve should
be more passionate about my music

that I," he said. "That sort of enthu—
siasm from the head of a label you‘re
working with makes a lot of that

aspect of the job that much easier

because I thought I‘d have to push to

get anywhere. In the music business
there‘s music and there‘s business —

it‘s a rare and good thing to get a

combination like this. I couldn‘t have

dreamed up a better label for the

Saints." Gottlieb has said of the band

and the significance of TVT‘s

acquisition of them, "They‘re fresh,

but at the same time there‘s a great

sense of tradition behind it."

The music of the Saints, and specif—

ically All Fools Day was not directly

planned in its evolution from their

early days, according to Bailey. "I
feel successful about it, (All Fools

Day),"he explained. "I think it‘s

really close to what I heard in my

mind‘s ear. As a lyric writer I tend to

be emotional rather than intellectual.
I don‘t really know why I write a

certain song — I find myself wonder:

ing about the meaning of life, the

universe and everything — and it just

hits me from out of the blue."
One song that demonstrates

beautifully Chris Bailey‘s knack for

looking at the whole is "Celtic Ballad"

— a hauntingly touching tune with a
heart—stoppingly simple chorus of

"Why does there have to be all this

insanity?/And why do I feel like it‘s
following me?" Bailey chuckled at

my delight in this song and replied,

"One of the things I‘ve always strived
for with the Saints is to never be

geographically restricted. I‘ve

always had this belief that music

belongs to everybody and in this day
and age the world should be

shrinking. It‘s good to have that
which is relevant in Europe or the

States work for anyone who wasn‘t
that familiar with that kind of
music."

Bailey and the rest of the Saints are
bringing that universality to the
United States in person this summer
with their first—ever U.S. tour that
began May 31st in San Francisco.
Slated to appear in Memphis June

17th, Bailey excitedly discussed the
significance of the tour.

"It seems like the next logical step

for us," he said, "because we have

never really attemped to ‘pop now,‘

we generally tend to go from one

territory (to another) and work our

way up. America is the biggest rock

and roll market in the world and it‘s

sort of a challenge really."

All Fools Day and its first single,
"Just Like Fire Would," have been

receiving rave reviews and have
charted respectably on both commer—
cial and college airplay lists. Plans
are in the works to commence
recording of the next album in
September, as well as to follow—up the
American tour with a European one.
Not bad for a man who thinks he
might like to be a tree if he weren‘t a
performer. But then maybe the
trans—Atlantic operator knew what
she was saying when she announced
"The United States is calling Mr.
Chris Bailey." *
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by Anna Cham

STAGESTOP — Another Deal

Goes Down in Memphis.

Last month in Star Tracks I

reported a rumor on a Joanna

Jacobs showcase that was

supposedly bringing 11 record

labels to town. By the week of the

showcase the street rap had it

down to 9. Rumors are made to be

checked and Star Trackers were

on the job. Facts: six labels made

reservations to Memphis but only

1 came. Polygram requested a

preview showcase in addition to

the Friday and Saturday

scheduled. They made an offer so

 

 

— Joanna Jacobs

mega—strong that the Saturday

gig was cancelled and the pro—

ducer/initiator of the act got on the

phone because "Polygram showed

such strong interest and depth of

understanding for where the

music came from, I didn‘t want to

waste anybody‘s time."

That producer is Nashville—

based Eli Ball. Ball has been

spending time in Memphis over

the past few years to cut William

Lee Golden‘s album, a. Terry

McNeil project and Joanna

Jacobs‘ demos.

While hanging out here he

discovered the talents of Steve

Ingle, the voice, guitarist and

songwriter for Creed and Detail.

Ball threw Ingle and Miss Jacobs

in the studio to write and record

demos, then took the demos to

A&R reps all over. "Almost every

label we played the tape for liked

it," Ball says.

So they planned a showcase and

hired Dave Cochran (the Most

Called showease/studio bassist in

town) and Roger Cox (Nashville

session drummer for the likes of

Alabama and a regular member

of Billy Chinook‘s band) to

complete the power trio sound.

Joanna Jacobs is Nashville—

based and already had an album

deal with CBS which she dropped

due to style differences.

The combination rehearsed for

a couple weeks and laid some

tracks at Ardent. The showcase

garnered a major production deal

and the team is booked at Ardent

this month. What do they play,

you say? Balls—to—the—walls rock

and roll with heavy doses of blues

influence.

With a voice that can only be

compared to Janis Joplin, the

queen of blues—rock, and Joan Jett—

gone—South, Joanna Jacobs won‘t

be ignored by any rock and roll

babies.

Guitar and background vocals

are handled as a compliment and

partnership to Jacobs‘ gutsy voice.

Steve Ingle has found his niche

and fills it to a T. Those two are a

matched pair.

The instrumental trio format

works with Cochran and Cox

because they play hard but only

when they need to. Bedrock solid.

Producer Ball has proved he has

the mixing and arranging touch in

past projects. After sound check,

where they worked up one last

song, Ball ran around to the

studios grabbinggear to mix a live

blowout. The Joanna Jacobs

project could‘ve been cut virtually

live and hit like a ton of dynamite.

I ain‘t kidding — these guys are

good. If you like the Stones‘

"Honky Tonk Women," hold out

for these Southern Stones and sit

down for "I don‘t miss you honey,

but oh, how I miss your money," or

"Dirty Fingers" or "Kiss This."

Maybe we‘ll get lucky and

they‘ll play out while they‘re here.

Cross your fingers if you like your

music get down and dirty. *
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ALBUM SALES
U2 (Island) The Joshua Tree
OZZY OSBOURNE/RANDY RHODES
(CBS) Tribute

._ TWO LIVE CREW (Luke Skywalker)
Two Live Crew Is What We Are

._ WHITESNAKE (Geffen) Whitesnake

PRINCE (Paisley Park/Warner Bros.) Sign
O‘The Times
PAUL SIMON (Warner Bros.) Graceland
R.E.M. (A&M/LR.S.) Dead Letter Office
CLUB NOUVEAU (Warner Bros.) Live,
Love and Pain
POISON (Enigma) Look What The Cat
Dragged In

. KOOL MOE DEE (Jive/RCA) I‘m Kool
Moe Dee
Source: Pop Tunes South, Sound Ware
house, Record Bar

TOP COLLEGE ALBUMS
BIG STAR (Big Beat — CD) #1 Record/
Radio City
REPLACEMENTS (Sire) Pleased To
Meet Me
R.E.M. (A&M/LR.S.) Dead Letter Office
GEORGE JONES (Ace) Live At Dance—
town U.S.A.
JIMI HENDRIX (Rykodisc) Live At
Winterland
D.R.1. (Restless) Crossover
SQUIRREL BAIT (Homestead) Skagq Heaven
MEAT PUPPETS (SST) Mirage
PANTHER BURNS (New Rose) The
World We Knew
HOWLIN® WOLF (Vogue — CD) Rockin‘
Chair Album
Source: Rare Records

ALBUM TRACKS*
U2 (Island) I Still Haven‘t Found What
I‘m Looking For
BRYAN ADAMS (A&M) Heat of the Night
FLEETWOOD MAC (Warner Bros.)
Seven Wonders
BOB SEGER (MCA) Shakedown
TOM PETTY (MCA) Jammin‘ Me
LOU GRAMM (Atlantic) Ready Or Not
HEART (Capitol) Alone
LITTLE AMERICA (Geffen) Walk On Fire
ROBERT CRAY (Mercury) Right Next Door

. FROZEN GHOST (Atlantic) Should I See
Based on airplay on FM—103

&
z

16
go
~

10.

10.

Hottest Selling Albums &

Songs Receiving The Most

Radio Airplay

In Memphis

TOP FORTY SINGLES*
WITH OR WITHOUT YOU (Island) U2
1 JUST DIED IN YOUR ARMS (Virgin)
Cutting Crew
IF SHE WOULD HAVE BEEN FAITHFUL
(Warner Bros.) Chicago
LOOKING FOR A NEW LOVE (MCA)
Jody Watley
LA ISLA BONITA (Sire/Warner Bros.)
Madonna
HEAT OF THE NIGHT (A&M) Bryan
Adams
RIGHT ON TRACK (MCA) Breakfast Club
THE LADY IN RED (A&M) Chris De Burgh
BIG LOVE (Warner Bros.) Fleetwood Mac
MEET ME HALFWAY (Columbia) Kenny
Loggins
Based on airplay on FM—100

DANCE SINGLES*
SIGN O‘ THE TIMES (Paisley Park/Warner
Bros.) Prince
I KNEW YOU WERE WAITING FOR ME
(Arista) Aretha Franklin and George
Michael
DONT DISTURB THIS GROOVE (Atlantic)
The System
YOU KEEP ME HANGIN® ON (MCA)
Kim Wilde
KEEP YOUR EYE ON ME (A&M) Herb
Alpert
BACK AND FORTH (Atlanta Artists) Cameo
RIGHT ON TRACK (MCA) Breakfast Club
LOOKING FOR A NEW LOVE (MCA) Jody
Watley
HEAD TO TOE (Columbia) Lisa Lisa &
Cult Jam
ROCK STEADY (Solar) Whispers
Based on airplay on K—97

TOP COUNTRY SINGLES*

I WILL BE THERE (EMI) Dan Seals
JULIA (MCA) Conway Twitty
BABY‘S GOT A HOLD ON ME (Warner
Bros.) The Dirt Band
TOO MANY RIVERS (Warner Bros.) The
Forester Sisters
THE DOMESTIC LIFE (Columbia) John
Conlee
IT TAKES A LITTLE RAIN (MCA) Oak
Ridge Boys
HARD LIVIN‘ (RCA) Keith Whitley
YOURE MY FIRST LADY (Columbia) T.G.
Sheppard
GIRLS RIDE HORSES TOO (MTM
Capitol) Judy Rodman
NEVER TOO OLD FOR YOUNG LOVE
(RCA) Eddy Raven

*Based onairplay on KIX—106 and WMC—79.

 

 

 

16 Track Recording Studio

Quality Studio Time

Can Be Affordable
Rates $20°° per Hour

(901) 452—8063

CALL US FOR COMPLETE 4, 8, 16
TRACK STUDIO SYSTEMS....
GOOD DEALS!

PROFESSIONAL

CONCERT SERVICES

120 Park St. Tupelo, MS —

(601) 842—0300
  
 

 

  

 

AUDIOPHILE STEREO

FOR THE FINEST HOME

AUDIO REPRODUCTION

2125 CENTRAL AVENUE

272—1275
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Kool& The Gang
More Than Success——Vzctory

 
I by Tony Pantuso _ 
5 l f l ow do you spell success? In the

2. contemporary music scene,
— perhaps the best way to spellit is

| fjij'O'O'L As in Kool and the Gang.

singles,

indulgent Rock & Roll lifestyle?
Wrong. Their new album, Forever

__(see review in Memphis Star, —
_ January,1987), is climbingthe charts _

_ and has already produced onesmash,
According to Robert _

__ "Kool" Bell, this albumis alittle bit_
|| different for the band. .
I| _ wehave moreballads. Inthe pastwe |_
I — would have one ormaybe two ..
[|_inpreparation forthe albumwecame
[| — up with a lotmore ballads. And they _
| . of coursewe still _

—and decidedtostayinschool . . It

"Victory."
 

were all good .
I_have a lot of up—tempo stuff on.the

record"0 _ .
Perhapsevenmore1mportant‘ 0

KoolthanthesuccessofFor

"This timeout __

(but) L: %

new program sponsored bythe bandand ,
Coca—Cola called "It‘s Kool to Stay |

_ in School." Accordingto Bell, "James

(Taylor, the lead singer) and I came
up with the idea about a year anda

; _ half ago. Originally it was goingtobe
I __ Whenwe last heard from Kool and —
[|| the Gang, their LP Emergency was in |

I| the process of racking up double
I| platinum sales, supported by four hit —
I including the top

I} _ adult/contemporary song of 1985,
[|_ "Cherish." They had also established _
__ themselves as the premier popactof
‘_ the 80‘s, with more Top 40 Singles

since1980 than any otheract. Sonow
what are they up to? Resting on their |
laurels? Leading a self—oriented, self— .

like a fan club. Wewere talking about —
having a "Kooland the Gang" Hotline
where, if a student was havinga
problem, they could phone their _
favorite member of the group to

' dlscuss the problem

Whenwe werelayingout plans for ’
the tour, the folks atCoca—Cola

f became sponsors and workedup atie
in, and wecame upwith‘It‘s Kool to.
Stayin School.‘ Throughoutthe time

_ we‘re touring, at each of the cities, 
they canselect 35 students from
around the high schools that have the _
best attendance record for the time
that we‘re on the road. They‘ll win
cketstothe shows and get to come _

ge, meet the band, take

 “So farit‘s been great," says Koolof
the program. "In San Francisco,
there wereactually some students
that were thinking about dropping
out. Then they heard of the program,

fthem themotlvatlon to
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1 Kool & the Gang (from left):
: Khalis Bayyan (Ronald Bell),J Charles Smith, Robert "Kool" Bell,

George Brown, Dennis "Dee Tee"
N Thomas, Curtis Williams, and James

"J.T." Taylor will appear June 4th at the
Mud Island Amphitheatre. Memphian Ella Brooks

will open the show.

 



 

  

 

Robert Bell

from page 29

Talking to Bell, you get the feeling
that the band is totally committed to
the program. "This is just the first
stage, the attendance phase. Hope—
fully, down the road we can work up
the ‘Kool and the Gang Hotline‘ and
some other things . . . It‘s a building

process."
Musically, the band is also in a

building process. Says Bell, "We‘ve
gotten some criticism from people for

‘abandoning‘ the funk, or whatever

. but I don‘t think that‘s it. We‘re

creating our own music . . . I cer—

tainly don‘t want to get labeled or

categorized as one thing."

One area in which they‘ve been

building is that of production. The

band took over production chores on

In The Night, allowing them more

control over the direction of the

music. "We had musical ideas that

hadn‘t been getting onto the record,"

says Bell. By becoming their own
producers, Kool and the Gang have —
been able to experiment a little more,
custom crafting their sound.

Part of their sound is an uplifting,
positive attitude. When asked about

6609
cause people look

up to us. The teenagers . . .

you should be able

to say something that

has a positive tone to it.

For example, ‘Victory‘

is about success in life."

— Robert "Kool" Bell

 

this, Bell replies "I think it should be
positive. I know every band has its
own ideas about ways to get its music
across, but I think that it should be
something constructive, ‘cause

people look up to us. The teenagers
. you should be able to say some—

thing that has a positive tone to it.
For example, ‘Victory‘ is about

success in life. It starts out sounding

like it‘s about a game, but it‘s about

much more. When you go to

accomplish things, it‘s a victory,

whether you‘re going after a diploma

or trying to become a champion at

baseball and football."

So what‘s in store for the future?

According to Bell, a movie about the

band is in the works. "We‘re
planning on a major movie around
1989, the twenty—fifth anniversaryof
the band . . . kind of a biography,
history of the band sort of thing."
Other plans? "Well, our drummer,
George Brown, is working on a movie
soundtrack out in L.A., in between

touring. J.T. has opened a hair and
beauty salon in his home town, and he
hopes to open a chain of these.
Currently, I‘m working on a project
in West Africa ... I‘m also involved in

a partnership on an island called Ille
Voulay . . . we hope to develop this

island, with villa and condominiums

for people around the world . .. kind

of a relaxation and resort island."

For a band that‘s been kicking out
some hot music for the past twenty—

three years, Kool and the Gang show /
no signs of wearing thin. The music

is as sharp and on top of things as it

has ever been, and the band seems

committed to making things work on
a higher plane, not only for
themselves, but for everyone they can

reach (Remember, this was the only
American act to appear on the
original Band—Aid.) So, how do you
spell ‘Victory"? K—0O0—O—L. *

 

"Your Midtown Pawnbroker" __

620 All Pledges Held For 90 Days *&®

£ Top dollar Loans for your Jewelry, Musical Equipment, Cameras, Toolsw

LStereos, Rings, TV‘s, VCR‘s, Guns, and other items of value.

a

w/Case

 

Fender Steel Guitar

Reg. $900 Now $450

Musicman Stingray

Reg. $850 Now $325

Electric Guitars From $45

Gibson L6S Lead Guitar

Reg. $550 Now $200

Yamaha Amp
Reg. $350 Now $165

Gibson ES 345 TD
Reg. $800 Now $350

JUNE SPECIALS

w/case

Yamaha (Strat Model)

Reg. $385 Now $165

Lead Amp Heads
Values To $350 Now $75

Fender Strat (American)

w/Case Res. SSUN Now $375

Assorted Name Brand

Cassette Recorders

(4) 12 String Acoustic

Guitars A Steal At $75 & Up
l

cil

i

$50

 
 

We Are PROUD To Support The Memphis Star

The Voice Oj Memphis Music

1302 Poplar Ave.
Memphis, TN 38104 Across from Tennessee Employment

(901) 725—01 16
fice just West of Cleveland
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"Dreamin" *"of

Johnny Burnette

 

The Rock and Roll Trio, from left, Johnny Burnette, Dorsey Burnette and Paul
Burlison.

by Kerry Ryan” ¢
 

 

n the summerof 1964 I was only
I five years old and barely aware of

the British invasion and Beatle—

mania that was sweeping the

country. While rock and roll, born in

Memphis in the mid—fifties, was

reaching its most sweeping

crescendo, the idelible impression

left on me from that summer was the

first time I saw my father cry.

It was August 1, 19654. He was

mourning the death of Johnny

Burnette.

In the late 50‘s and early

Memphian Johnny Burnette was one

 

photos courtesy of Jim Ryan

of the hottest pop/rock stars around.

Best known for singing the million

seller "Dreamin‘ and "You‘re
Sixteen, You‘re Beautiful, And

You‘re Mine," Burnette was a

rockabilly giant with his Rock and
Roll Trio prior to his solo career.

Unfortunately in his hometown he
was not nearly as well known as Elvis

and Carl Perkins.

My father. Jim Ryan, had been a

close friend of Burnette since their

childhood growing up in the tough

Binghampton section of Memphis.

Though not involved in music or in

the travelling that marks the career

of a popstar, my father and Johnny

kept in touch over the years. In one

letter, dated October 3, 1963, Johnny

invited my father to "pack your bag

and come along," to Europe with him.

"Maybe we can talk the Queen into

having us over for a spot of tea." My

father didn‘t make the trip but

Johnnydid: playing to sellout crowds

in London a few short months before

the Beatles were to conquer America.

To this day if you want a Johnny

Burnette t—shirt, England is the place

to get it.

Johnny and my father got to know

each other through Johnny‘s older

brother Dorsey. All three were
involved in the Golden Gloves

amateur boxing scene in the early

50‘s. Dorsey, an open middleweight,

won the district title in 1952, the

same year my father captured the

novice heavyweight division. Dorsey

and my father became close friends

while kid brother Johnny always

tried to tag along. Although a

scrappy welterweight himself,

Johnny was too good—looking to stay a

fighter for long. He wanted to be a
singer.

  

A postcard of Johnny sent to Jim
Ryan in July, 1957.

Heavily influenced by the

emerging rockabilly sound. the

Burnettes teamed with another ex—

Golden Gloves champ, Paul Burlison,

to form The Rock and Roll Trio.

Burlison played electric guitar and

cont. page 50
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Ella Brooks and the Groove MDs (left to right) Ernest Williams, Rachel

QMI Throws A Party

km $ “1:5; i%

York, Dywane Thomas, Ella Brooks, Nikos Lyras, James Robertson,

Tommy Priakos (not pictured), and Lannie McMillan (not pictured)

followed comedian Gilbert Gottfried at the QMI Music Debut Party.

Gottfried, Brooks, and Davis are the first three signees to the new label

started by MTV chief Bob Pittman. Brooks and Davis are from Memphis

and Gottfried is a New Yorker.

 

Jimmy Davis (above) and Nexus

closed the show at the debut party

to a standing ovation and many big

grins.

photos by Kelly K. Craig

   

Nexus guitarist Tommy Burroughs

and keyboardistguitarist John

Scott duel in Southern style.

Drummer Chuck Reynolds is hidden

from the camera.

 

Due to intense overcrowding, some

celebrants took to the sidewalk

outside Rum Boogie. Shown here:

Jon Hornyak, Sounds Unreel Studio

co—owner and Davis‘ manager;

Bob Doyle, ASCAP representative;

John Scott, keyboardist and Davis‘

songwriting partner; Jimmy Davis;

Steve Weaver, Davis‘ attorney; Les

Garland, President of QMI Music;

and Tom Long, ASCAP repre—

sentative.

Star Tracks

from page 4

here? If you know, please call.

Also newly released is a Jim

Dickinson (alias "Mudboy" or "East

Memphis Slim") produced album

from Joe King Carrasco Y Las

Coronas called Bandido Rock.

In Billboard‘s "Single Reviews,

Luther Ingram (see article in last

month‘s Memphis Star) was

favorably reviewed for his Dylan

cover "Gotta Serve Somebody." A

 

 

MusicFest

MusicFest is back with an ex—

citing all—Memphis music line—up

and the opportunity to vote for

your favorite band. The Festival

will be held at the Mid—South

Fairgrounds June 12—21 and will

feature a competition among the

bands with the winners to be

decided by paid admission votes.

Prizes will include one day of

June12

Bridgetown Chaos

Cafe Racers

Jimmy Davis & Nexus

Paul Brown

June 13

Apple Diamond

Good Question

The Divorced

Touchtones

Wolfgang

June 14

Alex Chilton

Ghost Riders

Hell Cats

Indigo Nowhere

Moonlight Syncopators

Our Favorite Band

Odd Jobs

Tav Falco & Panther Burns

June 15

Main Attraction

Soul Capitalists

Soul Honkies

Wooley Mammoths

June 16

Borderline

Coon Elder

Kix 106 Flatbed

R.T. Scott Band
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Mike Crews

 

review of Ingram‘s single "Don‘t

Turn—Around" appeared in the May
issue of Spin magazine.

Our favorite local boy ROCK

STAR JIMI JAMISON and that

band that plays behind him (you

know, Survivor?) are climbing up

the "Hot 100 Singles" with "Man

Against the World." Guess what?!

Jimi got a songwriting credit on

this one. 3

Bill Beaty, a local songwriter

with an album due out in the fall,

cont. page 52

 

June 12 — 21

recording time and one half—day of

mixing time at Ardent Studios, a

cash prize, a Caribbean cruise

booking and a West Coast trip.

Admission to MusicFest is $1 in

advance and $2 at the gate and

will include the Midway and other

special events.. Following is a

listing of acts scheduled to appear
at MusicFest.

June 17
Think As Incas
Generics
Tickled Pink

June 18
Ella Brooks
Just Friends

Kenneth Jackson
Rhythm Hounds

June 19
Davis Kurtz
Happy & the Dark
The Unitz
Drama

Girlfriend

June 20
Dotz

John Kilzer
Keith Sykes

Mystress
No Exit

The Willys
Tokyo Roze
Tora Tora

June 21
Jesse Brownfield
Joe Norman Band
John DeCleux

Reba & the Portables
The Private Sector
The Windows
Even Steven
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m
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MON: All Drinks and

Food $2

THE BEST ROCK BANDS

Local and Touring Acts

Every Night 9:30 — 1:30

No Cover Mon. — Thurs.

10 Foot Big Screen TV

Kitchen Open Daily Until Midnight

WED: $2 L.I. Teas 8—Close

Rock Card Nite — Holders % Price

THURS: Ladies \; Price Night

8 — Close & 50¢ Draft

FRI & SAT: Hourly Drink Specials

Te:

   

Kinley Wolfe and Jim Rusidoff came

with Dallas‘ 3—D Band and left as

Memphis Stars!

Claim Your Fame!

with a

MEMPHIS STAR

T—Shirt

only $6.59

 

 

(1) T—Shirt $6.59 (2) T—Shirts $12.99

(1) T—Shirt & 1 year subscription $12.75
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David Sanborn

Change Of Heart

(Warner Brothers)

 

by Tony Jones

Before academe and the rest of the
sedentary bourgeoisie got wind of it,

jazz was good—timin‘, popular jump—

up music for when you felt like

jumping up. Bop, be—bop, swing,

combo, ensemble, big band; jazz was

a lot of fun when it wanted to be, until

the intelligentsia came along and

jazz became largely something to

analyze, discuss and do the tweed to.

Then came "Bitches Brew" and an
epoch later George Benson invented

pop—jazz, as offended critics labeled
"Breezin‘ " and everything else that
followed which seemed to speak to
populist tastes. "That isn‘t jazz, this
is jazz," they‘d argue, reaching for
another dusty platter.
Which is to say: "That isn‘t blue,

this is blue."

And so we have David Sanborn,
now a graduate of the pop—jazz brat
pack. If not a lauded influence
artistically, his market presence
certainly is. This latest effort in his
popular catalog successfully re—

creates jazz as dance music, but his

horn work mostly evinces all that

pop—jazz is criticized for. His sax is

loud but often says nothing. For

instance, "High Roller," a Michael

Colina composition. Gunk. Listen—

able, danceable gunk for sure, but

Sanborn‘s horn blares through for

little reason seemingly than for the

fact that he‘s paying forthe session.
Too much of the timethis album
sounds like Kirk "Whalum had

 

 

previously exited the studio and
Sanborn got in before Kenny G. could
arrive and grab the feel.
The composers employed

definitely get busy: Sanborn and
Michael Colina in tandem, Phillippe
Saisse, Marcus Miller and Michael
Sembello. All aim straight for the
feet, except for Sembello. But the
point is to jam with the sax, isn‘t it?
Not dial it in so the check can get
signed. Miller‘s "Chicago Song,"
Colina and Sanborn‘s "Summer" get
the horn funky with the other funk
but it‘s only before the album plays
out that you can tell Sanborn is
nobody to play cheaply.
Sembello‘s ‘"The Dream"

ultimately gives the marginally
interested a real reason to add this
album to their collection. It‘s a
beautiful song. Break your heart,
love your enemy, beautiful. Now you
feel Sanborn and his horn speak
tomes. Oh yes. Think of the last time
you heard a song too wonderful to
end. *

 

 

 

Hoodoo Gurus

Blow Your Cool

(Elektra Records)

 

by Luann Williams 

The Hoodoo Gurus might as well go
ahead and marry the Bangles. With
their new LP, Blow Your Cool, they
are obviously gearing their material
for radio play and with a Bangle—
spouse they could get there all the
faster. Lead vocalist/songwriter/
guitarist Dave Faulkner has even

~ said they get played alongside Duran
Duran on radjoin their homeland
Australia.

  

The first single "Good Times" is not
a fair indication of what the Hoodoos
are about, though the bouncy pop
might gain them a new legion of fans
(and the Bangles sing back—up!).
Not until the fifth song on the first

side does the album really kick in and
recall anything as deliciously grungy
as their first two LPs, Stoneage
Romeos and Mars Needs Guitars.
"Hell for Leather" and "Where
Nowhere Is" are both frenzied
dervishes that showcase Brad
Shepherd‘s manic guitar work.
The faster songs also prove what a

relentless rhythm section drummer
Mark Kingsmill and bassist Clyde
Bramley are — listen to "Middle of
the Land" and you‘ll hear why.
My favorite of the 11 songs is "My

Caravan" with its gyrating rhythm
and guitar straight from the deserts
of the Middle East.
Gone is the usual mile—long list of

dedications as on previous albums,
but the guests on Blow Your Cool
make up for that. Besides the
Bangles, Steve Wynn and Mark
Walton of the Dream Syndicate
provide backing vocals plus a host of
others on vocals, guitar and
saxophone.

It‘s still a Hoodoo Gurus album
through and through, though. Just
don‘t let the first four songs fool
you. *

Nana Vasconcelos

Bush Dance

(Island Records)

 

by Robert Gordon

A little history: Percussionist Nana
Vasconcelos has been playing
percussion all over the world for
twenty years. Brazilian by birth,
Vasconcelos has lived in Paris and
New York and has played with an
extremely wide gamut of people:
B.B. King, Pat Metheny, Gato
Barbieri, The Talking Heads, and
many more. Though not a household
name, he is an established musician.
On his newest album, Bush Dance,

Vasconcelos‘ South American roots
are much in evidence, as are the
technologies he has come to master.
Each song is a groove taken to its
height, the rhythms worked and
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fashioned to their limits. Playing

innumerable types of percussion

instruments, Vasconcelos creates

sounds varied enough to make the

listener forget that percussion is all

he is hearing.

Electronic drums are employed,

but not in their usual fashion of

merely providing the beat; not only

does Vasconcelos elicit new sounds

from this overused machine, he also

integrates its sound into his live

percussion in a purposely inconspicu—

ous manner.

On half of the album‘s ten tracks,

keyboards join the percussion,

though these are usually unob—

trusive; they weave in and out of

"Xingu Xango" acting as both

foundation and adornment to the

song. "Calmaria" is the most

electronic of all the selections,

beginning with unusual jungle

sounds but leading into a lyrical and

soft vocal track.

Though Bush Dance is a very

complex album, it is also very

accessible. Its songs seem to float out

of the speaker and slowly wrap a

silky net around you. It is only with

each new beat that you become aware

that the previous one held you spell—

bound. The whispers in "Eyes and

Smiles" seem as much to be coming

from your own mind as from the
record.

After twenty years of playing

Nana Vasconcelos could finally be

having his time. As Paul Simon‘s

Graceland has shown, we are

today much more open to new beats

and rhythms, and the hackneyed

electronic beatbox is leaving us

unfulfilled. Bush Dance is an easy

and enjoyable entrance into a world

of new rhythms. * I

Dwight Yoakam

Hillbilly Deluxe

(Reprise Records)

 

by Melinda Roberts
 

Dwight Yoakam‘s recent release

Hillbilly Deluxe has once again

successfully avoided the Nashville

standard pop—production and

continued that distinctive nasal

hillbilly rock (rock rockabilly. This is

closer to the basics) tradition that

made last year‘s Guitars, Cadillacs,

Etc., Ete. a top seller.

cont. page 36  

 

"Unmistakably

Steak and Ale . . .

the Food, the Place

and the People."

STEAK

STEAK * PRIME RIB

LOBSTER

American Express

Visa * MasterCard

STEAK

Happy Hour

11 a.m. — 7 p.m.

and 9 p.m. — Midnight

Monday thru Friday

767—5820 * 5137 Summer Ave. (Across from K—Mart)
   

 

  

   

 

STRINGS & THINGS PRESENTS
THE MOST ADVANCED KEYBOARDS

ON THE MARKET

THE ROLAND D—50

digital reverb,
digital delay, 4

complete digital
sampled sound
sources, 4 para—

metric EQ‘s,
2 stereo digital

choruses, 4 key—
board modes:

h whole, split,
dual and separ—

ate, 20 bit
digital to
analog

converter

  

             

 

  The Keyboard of
the Future:
FM digital with analog
controls, 8 sounds at
once, fully pro—
grammable holds 100
sounds on board,
On—board Digital
Delay

  

   
  
  

    
   

   

$119500

STRINGS
&THINGS
IN MEMPHIS

INC

Call 278—0500
or come by 1492 Union

Midtown Memphis
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For the most part, Dwight sticks

with the winning combination of the

first album. Both albums were

recorded in L.A., same producer —

Pete Anderson, same band — The

Babylonian Cowboys" and the same

number of songs were written by

Dwight — 7 out of 10. Some destined to

be top sellers too, I‘ll bet.

DWI§W1
HILLBILLY
   

Which is really sad, when, eight
years after bassist Sid Vicious died of
an overdose the fact emerges that
guitarist Steve Jones really can play
his instrument and is capable of
writing easily acceptable and some—

times even thought—provoking songs.
His MCA debut album Mercy, is the

prool.
No nihilistic razor—blades—and—

leather here, Jones deals no in
straight—forward rock and roll;

ungimmicked, uncompromised and
honest. Influences drawn from his

recent work with ex—Duran

Durannie Andy Taylor (both on
Taylor‘s solo album Thunder and the
soundtrack for American Anthem)

and Iggy Pop are evident in the title

track "Mercy" and "Raining In My
Heart," while two other tracks, "Give
It Up" and "That‘s Enough" are so
deliciously T—Rexian that for a
moment I considered trading in my
battered beast for a Harley
Davidson.

 

  

 

 

Of the three songs he didn‘t write,

"Little Sister" is the best. A sur—

prisingly good cover of the old Elvis

song, done in the style that Yoakam

has so far built his reputation on.

Other fine uptempo songs are "Little

Ways," "This Drinkin‘ Will Kill Me"

and "Readin‘, Rightin‘, Rt. 23," which

is a heartfelt tribute to his east

Kentucky roots.

However, the best song on the

album is the slower, almost tender
"Mr. Johnson‘s Love." He sings this

one in a less nasally voice and really

shines.

But it‘s for the uptempo songs that

Dwight Yoakam fans will buy >

Hillbilly Deluxe and they will not be

disappointed. *

Steve Jones

Mercy

(MCA)

 

by Emily Dunbar 

In retrospect the Sex Pistols really
never stood a chance. Exploited as a
marketing gimmick rather than cul—
tivated as a musical group a lot of
time and energy was wasted trashing
musical instruments and the venues

— they played, consuming unbelievable
amounts of controlled substances and
grossing out the establishment in
general.

 

Probably the most convincing
proof of Jones‘ grim determination to
leave the Sex Pistols behind is the
Gregorian—rock anthem "Drugs
Suck." Written by a man who should
know, he reproaches himself with
"Better off dead/than living in your
shoes. . . /Look at your face/What
happened to your dreams?" Jones has
also committed himself to the Rock

Against Drugs campaign, and in his

spot reiterates that ‘drugs suck.‘

On the whole, Mercy is an

impressive debut solo album,

especially for a man trying to dispel
one hell of a reputation as a drug—
laden hooligan ex—member of a band
known more for destroying
instruments than playing them.
Jones‘ lyrics ride his roughly smooth
voice with ease and his unpreten—
tious guitar work is a refreshing
surprise. It‘s a bit overproduced for
my taste, but the album works; better

 

 

yet, it rocks. If a little mercy is what
you‘ve been looking for, you‘ll find it
in Steve Jones. *

 

Chris Isaak

Chris Issak

(Warner Brothers)

 

by C.P.J. Mooney, IV 

You don‘t even have to open the
sleeve to get an idea what Chris Isaak
sounds like. Check out the green
gloom of the cover photo, with its
unsmiling side profile of the artist.
See the song titles: "You Owe Me
Some Kind of Love," "Lie to Me,"

"You Took My Heart," and "Cryin‘."
This ain‘t no party.

On his second album, Chris Isaak

sings about loneliness, betrayal, and
breakups. Even in "This Love Will

Last" he sounds pretty convinced that
it won‘t. Me, I‘ve always been a
sucker for this genre of rock and roll.
However, taken as a whole this
record tends to lean just a bit on the
dull side.

It‘s not that any of the songs are
especially horrendous, and taken
separately each one is a fairly well
craited and solid composition. But
the medium to slow tempo sustained
throughout the album, along with the
twanging guitar leads drenched in
echo on every song create too much
uniformity — variety, or a more
clearly defined change of pace is
definitely needed. Isaak, with his
Roy Orbison—on—tranquilizers vocals

(that‘s not a putdown) is far too
concerned with maintaining a cool
and moody aura.

That murky sound that he and his _
band excel in works very well on "Lie
to Me," which is complemented by a
low, mournful saxophone. Isaak‘s

treatment of the Yardbird‘s "Heart
Full of Soul" (the only non—original on
the album) sounds good if one‘s not

too attached to the original version.
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And "Blue Hotel" — which I‘ll lay
odds is located down at the end of
Lonely Street, too — throbs with so

much misery that you just gotta love
it.

There‘s been a lot of positive press
about Isaak (and his band Silver—
tone) in the last couple of months, and
no less than John Fogerty is
supposedly crazy about him. How—
ever, the reviews I‘ve seen tend to
dwell more on how his songs work in
a live context. The more rocking
numbers "Wild Love" and "You Took
My Heart" really need that extra
punch that a club performance might
provide. .But on Chris Isaak both

singer and band seem to be holding
back, determined to stay restrained,
and both songs fail for that reason.

There‘s definitely potential in

Chris Isaak, and I look forward to

seeing him live, where his songs

could get the additional energy badly
needed — but missing — on Chris
Isaak. * f

 

Green On Red

The Killer Inside Me

(Mercury/Polygram Records)

 
by Luann Williams
 

Green on Red likes to catalogue life

as they see it, whether it‘s a vision of

life on the road (Gas, Food, Lodging)

or questioning virtue and honesty

and the American way (No Free

Lunch). Singer/songwriter Dan

Stuart continues a treatise through—

out the length of those two records.

The Killer Inside Me is another

11—song themepiece that borrows its

name from a 1950‘s thriller by Jim
Thompson.

Thompson turned out paperbacks

with names like A Swell Looking
Babe and The Grifters, novels about
the underbelly of America

‘distortion muddy it up just enough to

 

peopled with drifters and hustlers

and other corrupt sorts. Stuart

writes about the same characters and
how everyone else relates to them and

the cards people are dealt in life.

Simply reading the album titles is

a story in itself; "Mighty Gun,"
"Ghost Hand," "We Ain‘t Free," and

"No Man‘s Land" are biting and

critical just as catch phrases.

The Killer Inside Me is an evolution

of sorts and at the same time a step

backwards. —Stuart‘s songwriting

and the band‘s playing have become

more refined yet this album sounds

much grittier than their last couple

of efforts. A good bit of the record

was done here in Memphis. Jim

Dickinson‘s raw production is

responsible for melding the band‘s

lyrics with their musical vision. The

simple rhythms are reminiscent of

much of his work and the echo and

make you wonder whether guitarist

C.W.. Prophet‘s fingernails were
dirty.. 4 —

Highly recommended for any Neil
Young fans. *

\y

U

Simply Red

Men And Women

(Elektra/Asylum Records)

 

by Cheryl Denise Wolder
 

Simply Red‘s new album is an
exploration into the combustible side
of so—stated relationships.

—

This
band‘s music is so interesting and
innovative, even when doing remakes
of old songs such as the haunting
"Ev‘ry Time We Say Good—bye," that
one feels almost cheap finding any
fault. So I‘ll put aside my mild
annoyance at all the couplets used
(i.e., "I‘m gonna do the right thing,
I‘m gonna do the right thing," or

"Look, uh, get outta here, Look, uh,
get outta here") that reminds me of
Culture Club because it‘s very
difficult to be truly bored listening to
the music of Simply Red.
Hucknall has a great voice and the

band is hot; some of the songs have
lines which are truly great combined
with amazing melodies and
arrangements. So maybe he should
have said, "Your love is so kind to
me," as opposed to saying "to I,"
maybe it did make me cringe, but,
hey, maybe there‘s a good reason,
poetic, deliberate. These lyrics do
take reading them through once or
twice, so it seems a small thing; I‘ll let
it go. After all, this album is miles
above most other records being
produced ‘today (did I mention
Culture Club? Does anyone
remember?) It‘s certainly worth a
listen.

At least me think so. x

   

ortam
GreerDeore

Tangerine Dream

Green Desert

(Relativity Records)

 

by Tony Pantuso
 

Recorded: in 1973, Green Desert
was never released due to the fact
that only two of the members of
Tangerine Dream — Chris Franke
and Edgar Froese — appear on the
album. Listening to it gives an
interesting view of ‘this seminal
electronic band.

Side one consists of the nineteen
minute long title track. It sounds like
a cross between Pink Floyd‘s "A
Saucerful Of Secrets" and parts of
"Echoes" with just a trace of early
Hawkwind... For those who‘ve only
been exposed to Tangerine Dream‘s

\later output, the presence of an

cont. page 39
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Yoko Ono

by Jerry Hopkins

(MacMillan) $17.95

 

by Robert Bowman
 

Anearly writer for rock magazines
such as Rolling Stone and

 

Hopkins has made his living off of

——slightly—trashy,~sensational ~rock~
biographies Starting with the best

Together" was on Let It Be instead of
Abbey Road, and on and on.

Finally, the world of the avant
garde that was Yoko‘s milieu before
and after meeting John Lennon is
patently obviously out of Hopkins‘
reach. His total noncomprehension
of —Ornette Coleman‘s work is
laughable.

In summation, Yoko Ono is a
shoddy hatchet job. Ironically, it
makes for compulsive reading. *
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classical music. He is condescendingin his attitude toward most othermusics and due to his lack offamiliarity with them hisgeneralizations often fall flat on theirface. For example, in a supposedlyerudite discussion of the earliest self—produced artists in rock he passesover Brian Wilson and Ray Daviesentirely; he asserts that rock and rollradio at all points was integrated yeta casual glance at the Billboardcharts for December 1981 indicates agrand total of fourteen black recordsin the Hot 100; and somehow hethinks that dancing was unimportantin late sixties rock culture. His mosttelling comment comes when hesuggests that Chuck Berry is kitsch.Eisenberg‘s basic ideas revolvearound the effect of the record onmusic, musician and listener. Manyof his points are relevant but also ohso obvious. Yes, the record wasintegral in "fixing" oral folk formssuch as country blues, yet itdisseminated musical sounds andideas over previously distant and_ 

 

TheRecordlngAngel
_Exploration In

distinct areas and:yes live music _
_oftentends to mimic records. In__
many cases musxc indeed, has
become "thing," 

seller treatise on Jim Morrison, No

—

Phonography

One Here Gets Out Alive, Hopkins has
churned out Elvis: The Final Years,
~Hit—and Run: TheJimi Hendrix~
Story, Bowie and now Yoko Ono.
The latter‘s life is rich with

romance, mystery and myriad
artistic endeavors and could and
should have made for a fascinating
biography. Unfortunately, Hopkins
is not really interested in his subject.
He certainly does not like either her
art or her soul. —Lines such as
"Intrigue and gossip were among her
favorite pastimes" and, in reference
to the Two Virgins album cover, "At
last Yoko had taken her clothes off
and the act had drawn an audience,"
abound. Vile shots such as these are
nothing but cheap and tasteless.
Compounding Hopkins‘ snide

attitude is his inexcusably sloppy
research. He somehow manages to
have the Hells Angels murder the
wrong person at Altamont, he puts
John Lennon and the Plastic Ono
Band last at the Toronto Peace
Festival when the Doors closed the
show, he gets the facts wrong about
the subsequent Pennebaker film
from that festival, he thinks "Come

by Evan Eisenberg

(McGraw—Hill) $17.95 ___

 

by Robert Bowman

The Recording Angel is a
problematic work. Its author, Evan
Eisenberg, studied philosophy at
Harvard and Princeton and
according to his bio he has written
about music, culture and technology
for The Nation, Saturday Review,
The Village Voice and The Whole
Earth Review. I have not read his
work elsewhere and so cannot say
whether this volume is typical of his
schtick.
Whatever, here his work is

painfully convoluted. Dropping
thousand dollar words every other
sentence he tries ever so hard to be
academic and cryptically obscure his
ideas with multi—angled references to
films, plays, philosophical,
sociological, psychological and even
occasionally musicological theories.

His aesthetic bias and consequent—
ly his area of knowledge leans heavily
towards pre—twentieth century

be specific. These and other ideas,
though, are hardly new and
revolutionary and couldhave been___
stated much more simply. and
effectively. Recommended only for
the patient and/or obsessed. *

The Literature Of Rock II:

1979—1983 Two Volumes

by Frank Hoffman/B. Lee Cooper

(Scarecrow Press) $79.50

 

by Robert Bowman 

Frank Hoffman is an assistant
professor at the School of Library
Sciences Sam Houston State
University while B. Lee Cooper is
Vice President for Academic Affairs
at Newberry College, South
Carolina. Together they have
assembled two new volumes
following up on their earlier The
Literature of Rock 1954 — 1978.
The key phrase in their

introduction is that the "biblio—
graphy is selective in nature; it has
sought to be representative of the

cont. page 48
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extended synth and guitar
atmosphere jam over a Nick Mason—
style groove might be surprising.
What is surprising is how well this
stands up fourteen years after being
recorded.

Side two doesn‘t fare as well. Due

to the phenomenal advances in sound

generation and signal processing

technology since 1973, these totally
synthesized pieces sound extremely
limited and dated. With a restricted
number of sound textures to choose
from, the three pieces tend to sound
the same. And something about the
analog sequencers just doesn‘t sound
right to an ear inundated with lock—
step digital precision. Of course, one
must remember the difficulties of
working with early—seventies gear (I
wonder how many times they had to
re—tune the oscillators on their
boards). Comparing Minimoogs and
Arp Soloists to Fairlights and
Kurzweils is like comparing a
Fokker bi—plane to a Stealth bomber:
yeah, they both do basically the same
thing, but ...

This album is of definite interest to

Tangerine Dream fans and those

interested in the development of

electronic music. I would have liked

some liner notes explaining the types

of electronics used in the recording of

this album. After all, this seems to be

more of an historical document than

anything else. *

Frozen Ghost

Frozen Ghost

(Atlantic Records)

 

by Ken Houston
 

Remember about 5 years ago when

Rock 103 had a song by an unknown

group that they called the "Mystery

Song?" As soon as they found out who

it was they stopped playing it. The

band was Canadian band Sheriff and

the song was "Making My Way." The

band, along with the great album

they had, just seemed to fade away.

Now 5 years later, two members of

Sheriff have reunited to form the new

band Frozen Ghost. With their

initial self—titled release, they have

put together another fine collection of

songs. The songs were written by
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vocalist/guitarist/keyboardist —Ar—
nold Lanni, who wrote all of
Sheriff‘s songs. The other member is
bassist Wolf Hassel.
The album is produced very well,

and it looks as though this album will
finally make a name for these guys.
The first single, "Should I See," is in
the top ten Rock Tracks in Billboard
Magazine. There are also many other
potential hit singles on this LP. This
album is already my favorite of the
year.

If you remember the "Mystery
Song," give this new album a chance.
Don‘t let these two good musicians
fade away again. *

 

K.D. Lang & the Reclines
Angel With A Lariat
(Sire Records)
 
by Cheryl Denise Wolder 
The musicians are fabulous and

Lang is an interesting singer:;
inventive even, and you can certainly
dance to the record. That‘s the good
news.

cont. page 51
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Court SquareCate

The Memphis Music Debut Club

LIVE MEMPHIS MUSIC!
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Ca“ 523-8989
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1 Monday
D.C. 3 (N) — Antenna Club
Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place
Fred Ford/Honeymoon Garner (V) — Peabody
Good Question (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s
John Kilzer (N) — Bombay***
Rick Steff (N) — Court Square Cafe***
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Talent Contest (V) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors
The Actors (P) — Stage Stop***

2 Tuesday
Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — BadBob‘s Vapors
Boxing (U) — Omni—New Daisy
Coon Elder (P) — Bombay***
Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Fred Ford/Honeymoon Garner (T) — Peabody

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Joyce Cobb (V) — Alfred‘s East

Lonely St. Duo (V) — September Place

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s

Vapors

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue

Suede Shoe

Sam Williams (P) — Hi Roller II***

Shakers (P) — Mud Island

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

The Actors (P) — Stage Stop***

Tom Hackenberger (V) — szowne Plaza

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

3 Wednesday

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s

Vapors

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Entourage (V) — Peabody

Good Question (P) — Bombay***

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Jesse Brownfield (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — September Place

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s

Vapors

Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller II***

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue

Suede Shoe

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

The Actors (P) — Stage Stop***

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton Hotel

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

Video Nite (N) — Antenna Club
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4 Thursday

Albert King (V) — Peabody Alley***

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Celebrity Jams (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Kool & the Gang/Ella Brooks (P) — Mud Island***

The Coolers (P) — Peabody

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Eddie Cash (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Good Question (P) — Player‘s (Radisson Hotel)
Henry Rollins Band/The Odd Jobs (N) — Antenna
Club

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant
Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Peabody Alley***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — September Place

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Natural Blend Band (V) — Leon‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace
Ozark Mountain Daredevils (P) — Bombay***

Reba & the Portables (P) — Peabody

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue
Suede Shoe

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller II***

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

The Actors (P) — Stage Stop***

The Willys (P) — Alfred‘s East

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton Hotel

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

 

5 Friday

Albert King (V) — Peabody Alley***

Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors

Ben Cauley (V) — Blue Suede Shoe

Bluegrass Night (T) — Harvester Lane

The Coolers (P) — Peabody

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Folkstone (V) — Christina‘s (Ramada Inn, Summer
Ave.)

"Fool For Love" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Foreplay (P) — Hi Roller II***

Girlfriend (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Good Question (P) — Player‘s (Radisson Hotel)

Heartfixers (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant
Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Peabody Alley***

John Kilzer (N) — Antenna Club

Lonely St. Duo (V) — September Place

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Mike Crews (V) — Breeze‘s

calendar

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Natural Blend Band (V) — Leon‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Reba McEntire/J. Rodman/J. Conlee (C) —
Mud Island***

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue
Suede Shoe

Shakers (V) — Hilton Hotel

Smoochie Smith (V) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

Teresa Pate & Trio (J) — Lobster Louie‘s***

The Actors (P) — Stage Stow)"

The Willys (P) — Bombay***

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton Hotel

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on the
Square

6 Saturday

Albert King (V) — Peabody Alley***

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Ben Cauley (V) — Blue Suede Shoe

The Coolers (P) — Bombay***

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Folkstone (V) — Christina‘s (Ramada Inn)

"Fool For Love" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Foreplay (P) — Hi Roller I1***

Good Question (P) — Player‘s (Radisson Hotel)

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Indigo Nowhere (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Peabody Alley***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — September Place

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Mike Crews (V) — Breeze‘s

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Natural Blend Band (V) — Leon‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Patio Party w, John Kilzer (N) —

Reba & the Portables (P) — Bombay***

Smoochie Smith (V) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

Teresa Pate & Trio (J) — Lobster Louie‘s***

The Actors (P) — Stage Stop***

"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on the
Square

7 Sunday

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Big Chill (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

cont. next page
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from previous page
Bluebeats (N) — Bombay***
Captain Phil McGee & Hottennazz (T) — FrenchQuarter Inn
Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni—New Daisy
Edwin Hubbard (V) — Peabody
"Fool For Love" (F) — Circuit Playhouse __
Fred Ford/Honeymoon Garner (V) — Peabody
Good Question (P) — Midway Cafe
Heartfixers (T) — Rum Boogie Cafef"

Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

Lee Miller & Rick Wilson (P) — Hi Roller II***

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s

Vapors

M.L.A./Shell Shock/Biff Cliff (N) — Antenna Club

Memphis Jamm Band (V) — Country Store (Shake

Rag, TN)

Rick Harvey Band (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue

Suede Shoe

Shylo (C) — Peabody

"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on Ithe
Square

8 Monday

Big Chill (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

E.T. & Vann Company (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Fred Ford/Honeymoon Garner (V) — Peabody

Good Question (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Kelly Johnson (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Live Rock‘n‘Roll (P) — Stage Stop***

Ron Hensley (U) — Bombay***

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Talent Contest (U) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

9 Tuesday

Amro Jam (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s

Vapors

The Coolers (P) — Peabody

Das Damen/Uncensored (N) — Antenna Club

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place _

E.T. Vann & Company (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Entourage (V) — Peabody

Good Question (P) — Mud Island

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Jimmy Buffett & the Coral Reefer Band (P) —

Mud Island Amphitheatre***

Joyce Cobb (V) — Alfred‘s East

Live Rock‘n‘Roll (P) — Stage Stop***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn (Cleveland, MS).

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

calendar

 

    

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue
Suede Shoe

Sam Williams (P) — Hi Roller 11***

Shylo (C) — Bombay***

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

10 Wednesday

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

E.T. Vann Company (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Entourage (V) — Peahooy

Folkstone (V) — Tiger Den

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Jesse Brownfield (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Jimmy Buffett & the Coral Reefer Band (P) —

Mud Island Amphitheatre***

Live Rock‘n‘Roll (P) — Stage Stop***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn (Cleveland, MS)

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s

Vapors

Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller II*** —

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue

Suede Shoe

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Steve Lawrence/Eydie Gorme (V) — Orpheum

Theatre

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton Hotel

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

Video Nite (N) — Antenna Club

Wolfgang (P) — Bombay***

11 Thursday

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s

Vapors

Celebrity Jam (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

The Coolers (P) — Peabody

Dirty Face (N) — Antenna Club

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

E.T. Vann & Company (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Good Question (P) — Cruel Shoe

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

The Hurricanes (P) — Peabody

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn (Cleveland, MS)

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s

Vapors

M—Slider (P) — Stage Stop***

Natural Blend Band (V) — Leon‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace
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Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue
Suede Shoe

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller II***

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

The Willys (P) — Bombay***

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton Hotel

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

12 Friday

The Bangles/Hoodoo Gurus (P) — Mud Island
Amphitheatre***

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Ben Cauley (V) — Blue Suede Shoe

Bluegrass Night (T) — Harvester Lane

Bridgetown Chaos (P) — MusicFest

Cafe Racers (P) — Hi Roller II***

The Coolers (P) — Peabody

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Don McMinn& the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe***

E.T. Vann & Company (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Folkstone (V) — Christina‘s (Ramada Inn)

"Fool For Love" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant ‘

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — MusicFest

Little America (N) — Antenna Club —

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn (Cleveland, MS)

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

M—Slider (P) — Stage Stop***

Natural Blend Band (V) — Leon‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Paul Brown (P) — MusicFest

Smoochie Smith (V) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Special Guest (U) — Bombay*** —

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

Tempest (P) —Stage Stop*** e

The Willys (P) — Hilton

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton Hotel

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on the
Square

Touchtones (P) — Court Square Cafe***

13 Saturday

Apple Diamond Band (V) — MusicFest

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Ben Cauley (V) — Blue Suede Shoe

Cafe Racers (P) — Hi Roller 1I***

The Coolers (P) — Peabody

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

cont. next page
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Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe***

E.T. Vann Company (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Folkstone (V) — Christina‘s (Ramada Inn)

"Fool For Love" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Good Question (P) — MusicFest

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Bombay***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn (Cleveland, MS)

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

M—Slider (P) — Stage Stop***

Marilyn & the Monroes (P) — Court Square
Cafe***

The Moody Blues (P) — Mud Island***

Natural Blend Band (V) — Leon‘s

‘Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Patio Party w/John Kilzer (N) — Bombay***

Smoochie Smith (V) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

Tempest (P) — Stage Stop***

The Crime (N) — Antenna Club

The Divorced (P) — MusicFest

"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on the

Square

Touchtones (P) — MusicFest

Wolfgang (P) — MusicFest

Alex Chilton (N) — MusicFest

Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay***

Bobby Lawson Trio (U) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Cafe Racers (P) — Hi Roller I1***

Captain Phil McGee & Hottennazz (T) — French
Quarter Inn

E.T. Vann Company (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Edwin Hubbard (V) — Peabody

"Fool For Love" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Fred Ford/Honeymoon Garner (V) — Peabody

Ghost Riders (N) — MusicFest

Good Question (P) — Midway Cafe

Gypsy River Band (P) — Peabody

Hell Cats (N) — MusicFest

Indigo Nowhere (N) — MusicFest

Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Memphis Jamm Band (V) — Country Store (Shake
Rag, TN)

Sunday

Moonlight Syncopators (N) — MusicFest

Our Favorite Band (N) — MusicFest

Odd Jobs (N) — MusicFest

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue
Suede Shoe

Tav Falco & Panther Burns (N) — MusicFest

The Randy Band (N) — MusicFest

TBA (N) — Antenna Club

The Accelerators (P) — Court Square Cafe***

"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on the
Square

15 Monday

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

E.T. & Vann Company (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Flam (U) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Fred Ford/Honeymoon Garner (V) — Peabody

Good Question (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Main Attraction (P) — MusicFest

Rick Steff (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Sam Williams (V) — Bomaby***

Sheer Threat (P) — Stage Stop***

Soul Capitalists (P) — MusicFest

Soul Honkies (P) — MusicFest

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

  

"DONT DRIVE DRUNK"

VETERANS CAB CO.
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Talent Contest (U) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Wooly Mammoths (P) — MusicFest

16 Tuesday

Amro Jam (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Borderline (V) — MusicFest

The Coolers (P) — Peabody

Coon Elder (C) — MusicFest

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

E.T. & Vann Company (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Entourage (V) — Peabody

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun (V) — Mud Island

KIX—106 Flatbed (C) — MusicFest

Lance Strode & Southern Station (U) —
Bombay***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn (Cleveland, MS)

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

R.T. Scott Band (C) — MusicFest

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue
Suede Shoe

Sam Williams (P) — Hi Roller II***

Sheer Threat (P) — Stage Stop***

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Subculture/Sobering Consequences (N)
Antenna Club

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

17 Wednesday

Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Entourage (V) — Peabody (Mallard‘s)

The Generics (N) — MusicFest

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Jesse Brownfield (P) — Court Square Cafe***

John Kilzer (N) — Bombay Bicycle Club***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn (Cleveland, MS)

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller II***

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Rick Harvey & the Beale St. Blues Band (T) —
Blue Suede Shoe

Sheer Threat (P) — Stage Stop***

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

TT. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

The Saints (N) — Antenna Club

  
calendar

Think As Incas (N) — MusicFest

Tickled Pink (N) — MusicFest

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton Hotel

 

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

18 Thursday

Albert King (T) — Peabody Alley***

Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors

Celebrity Jam (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

The Coolers (P) — Peabody

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

ET. & Vann Company (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Eddie Money (P) — Mud Island Amphitheatre***

Ella Brooks (P) — MusicFest

Good Question (P) — Peabody Plantation Roof

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Just Friends (V) — MusicFest

Kenneth Jackson (T) — MusicFest

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn (Cleveland, MS)

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Meatmen (N) — Antenna Club

Natural Blend Band (V) — Leon‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Rhythm Hounds (T) — MusicFest

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue
Suede Shoe

Sheer Threat (P) — Stage Stop***

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller 11***

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

The Crime (N) — Bombay Bicycle Club***

The Willys (P) — Alfred‘s East

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton Hotel

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

19 Friday
Alex Chilton (N) — Antenna Club

Ben Cauley & the River City Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors

Ben Cauley (V) — Blue Suede Shoe

Bluegrass Night (T) — Harvester Lane

The Coolers (P) — Peabody

David Kurtz (P) — MusicFest

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —
Rum Boogie Cafe***

Drama (P) — MusicFest

E.T. & Vann Company (V) —Captain Bilbo‘s

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni—New Daisy

Folkstone (V) — Christina‘s (Ramada Inn, Summer
Ave.
NE" cont. next page
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"Fool For Love" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Girlfriend (P) — MusicFest

Good Question (P) — Breeze‘s

Happy & the Dark (N) — MusicFest

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Jesse Brownfield Band (P) — Court Square
Cafe***

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Bombay*** .

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn (Cleveland, MS)

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Natural Blend Band (V) — Leon‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Reckless (P) — Hi Roller II***

Sheer Threat (P) — Stage Stop***

Smoochie Smith (V) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Surprise Guests (P) — Hi Roller II***

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

Teresa Pate & Trio (T) — Lobster Louie‘s***

The Unitz (N) — MusicFest

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton Hotel

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on the
Square

Touchtones (V) — Daily Planet

Tracy Nelson (U) — Peabody Alley***

Wolfgang (P) — New Daisy Theatre

20 Saturday

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Ben Cauley (V) — Blue Suede Shoe

Coolers (P) — Peabody

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —
Rum Boogie Cafe***

Dotz (P) — MusicFest

Drivin‘ & Cryin‘ (N) — Antenna Club

E.T. & Vann Company (V) — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni Daisy

Folkstone (V) — Christina‘s (Ramada Inn,
Summer Ave.)

"Fool For Love" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Good Question (P) — Breeze‘s

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

John Kilzer (P) — MusicFest

Keith Sykes (P) — MusicFest

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn (Cleveland, MS)

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Madisons (P) — MusicFest

Mike Crews (P) — MusicFest

Muystress (P) — MusicFest

  

calendar

  

Natural Blend Band (V) — Leon‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

No Exit (P) — MusicFest

Patio Party w/John Kilzer (N) — Bombay***

Reckless (P) — Hi Roller***

Sheer Threat (P) — Stage Stop***

Smoochie Smith (V) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Surprise Guests (P) — Hi Roller I1***

Suzanne Jerome—Taylor & Drama (V) —
Bombay***

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

Teresa Pate & Trio (J) — Lobster Louie‘s***

The Five That Killed Elvis (N) — Court Square
Cafe***

Tokyo Roze (P) — MusicFest

Tora Tora (P) — MusicFest

"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on the
Square

Touchtones (V) — Daily Planet

Tracy Nelson (U) — Peabody Alley***

21 Sunday

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob
Vapors

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay***

Capt. Phil McGhee & Hottennazz (T) — French
Quarter

David Windham (P) — Court Square Cafe***

DixCee (P) — Peabody

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni Daisy

Edwin Hubbard (V) — Peabody

Even Steven (P) — MusicFest

"Fool For Love" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Fred Ford/Honeymoon Garner (V) — Peabody

Good Question (P) — Midway Cafe

Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

Jesse Brownfield (P) — MusicFest

Joe Norman Band (P) — MusicFest

John DeCleux (P) — MusicFest

Larry Raspberry (P) — MusicFest

Lee Miller & Rick Wilson (P) — High Roller II***

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Memphis Jamm Band (V) — Country Store
(Shake Rag, TN)

Reba & the Portables (P) — MusicFest

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue
Suede Shoe

Spellbound (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

SuperFest (V) — Mud Island***

The Private Sector (P) — MusicFest

The Windows (P) — MusicFest

"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on the
Square

 

22 Monday

Brady & Hollye (V) — Bombay***

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Fred Ford/Honeymoon Garner (V) — Peabody

Good Question (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Kelley Johnson (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Spellbound (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Talent Contest (U) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

23 Tuesday

Amro Jam (V) — Omni Daisy***

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Coolers (P) — Peabody

Dinosaur (N) — Antenna Club

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Entourage (V) — Peabody

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue
Suede Shoe

Sam Williams (P) — Hi Roller I1***

Shakers (P) — Mud Island

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

Vehicle (V) — Bombay***

24 Wednesday

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni Daisy

Entourage (V) — Peabody

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Jesse Brownfield (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller II***

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Rum

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue
Suede Shoe

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

The Willys (P) — Bombay***

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton Hotel

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

Video Nite (N) — Antenna Club
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Concert

~ 25 Thursday
Albert King (V) — Peabody Alley***

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Bluebeats (N) — Peabody

Celebrity Jam (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Coolers (P) — Peabody

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place
Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni Daisy

Foreplay (P) — Bombay***

Foreplay (P) — Stage Stop***

Good Question (P) — Cruel Shoe

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Peabody Alley***

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo's

Natural Blend Band (V) — Leon‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Rick Harvey & Beale St. Blues Band (T) — Blue
Suede Shoe

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller II***

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton Hotel

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

26 Friday

Albert King (V) — Peabody Alley***

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Ben Cauley (V) — Blue Suede Shoe

Bluegrass Night (T) — Harvester Lane

Chicago (P) — Mud Island***

Coolers (P) — Peabody

Detail (P) — Hi Roller II***

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni Daisy

Folkstone (V) — Christina‘s (Ramada Inn,
Summer Avenue)

Foreplay (P) — Stage Stop***

Good Question (P) — Cruel Shoe

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Peabody Alley***

Mike Crews (V) — Breeze‘s

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s ~

Natural Blend Band (V) — Leon‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Smoochie Smith (V) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

Tangents (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Teresa Pate & Trio (J) — Lobster Louie‘s***

The Dice (P) — Court Square Cafe***

The Shakers (V) — Bombay***

 

calendar

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Hilton Hotel

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on the
Square

White Animals (N) — Antenna Club

Wolfgang (P) — Hilton Poolside Party

27 Saturday

Albert King (V) — Peabody ‘Alley***

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Ben Cauley (V) — Blue Suede Shoe

Coolers (P) — Peabody

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane

Detail (P) — Hi Roller II***

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni Daisy

Folkstone (V) — Christina‘s (Ramada Inn,
Summer Avenue)

Foreplay (P) — Stage Stop***

Good Question (P) — Bombay***

Hudson & Saleeby (V) — Shelby Place Restaurant

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Peabody Alley***

K—9 Arts (N) — Antenna Club

Mike Crews (V) — Breeze‘s

MVP (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Natural Blend Band (V) — Leon‘s

Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country Palace

Patio Party w/JohnKilzer (N) — Bombay***

Smoochie Smith (V) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

T.T. Burns (V) — Miller‘s Cave

Tangents (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Teresa Pate & Trio (J) — Lobster Louie‘s***

The Arlingtons (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Tony Sloan (V) — Leon‘s

"Torch Song Trilogy" (F) — Playhouse on the
Square

28 Sunday

Ben Cauley & River City Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay***

Capt. Phil McGhee & Hottennazz (T) — French
Quarter

David Jones & Double Shot (C) — Peabody

Eddie Cash Show (V) — Omni Daisy

Edwin Hubbard (V) — Peabody

Fred Ford/Honeymoon Garner (V) — Peabody

Good Question (P) — Midway Cafe

Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

Lee Miller & Rick Wilson (P) — Hi Roller I1***

Lou Roberts & Vapors Band (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

cont. next page
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Book Reviews from page 38
best in rock literature." This severelylimits its usefullness. I had thoughtthat librarians and compilers ofreference sources had learned longago that reference indexes to bewholly useful need to be exhaustive,not selective. Who is to say what is"the best in rock literature?" What isuseless for certain goals is invaluablefor others. The authors go evenfurther including the disclaimer that"Additional material of value hasbeen excluded in the interests ofspace and organization." Wonderful!
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A random excursion through both

volumes as well as the earlier The

Literature ofRock 1954 — 1978 turned

up many commonplace important

omissions. For example, although

citations for articles in Guitar Player

are often included, inexplicably

major Keith Richards interviews
done in that publication are omitted.

Record reviews and news briefs are
also excluded (This is understand—
able although I, for one, would love to

see a companion volume(s) devoted
exclusively to record reviews).

Having said all that, I have to
admit that there is no bibliographic
work for rock and roll in existence

that is nearly as good. Consequently

these volumes have value and despite

their large limitations, at present,

they are essentially for all libraries

and serious researchers. As well they

can have use for the merely curious.

What is included is vast. Over

1,000 plus pages several thousand

citations are readily made accessible.

The work is organized into twenty—

one major categories (i.e., Doo Wop,

The British Invasion, Funk, etc.) (A

section called "The Memphis Sound"

is included under the heading "Soul

Music." The Box Tops are found here

yet Panther Burns is included under
"Nostalgia"?!?). The categories are
arranged roughly chronologically
and within each category there are
many subheadings. Within each of
these there are entries that generally

pertain to the topic followed by
citations for individual artists or

groups that belong under the
particular heading. A number of

sources have their contents
annotated.

Appendices listing books and

journals mentioned in the

bibliography as well as a sixteen

page basic rock library discography

are included as is an index. *

Children‘s Theatre

from page 13

Commercial Appeal. "The (ones) that

won prizes last year are being pro—

duced this year... We are running a

Young Playwright contest now... The

awards will be in June and (next)

year we will do those plays," explains |

Sikes. One of the plays will be

directed by 15 year—old Muffin

Dixon.

To have children act roles that are

well outside their experience level is

a challenge not only to them but to the

staff. When the theatre produced

Our Town, Kellings was challenged

to create a convincing portrait of

young love. "It had some very

intimate scenes, but they were very

naive... which was hard for them to

play, but they developed into it and it

came off really (well)."

Despite the pressure to produce a

good show, Kellings emphasizes that,

"We don‘t like to go overboard...They
still go home at nine o‘clock... We do it

as professionally as we can," he points

out. "You have to remember this is

children‘s theatre, for and by child—

ren, so children run the lights, child—

ren build the sets. However, our staff

tries to train them as professionally

as we can... while making it fun."

There are no racial barriers at the

theatre. "We‘ve cast black and white

couples and black and white

families," Kelling states. "There‘s

never really any thought... that we‘re

doing it; we just cast the best people

in the parts, which is, he adds sadly,

"highly different for the kids as they

go out of here and... into theatre (out

there)... Directors will not cross—cast

cultures." He feels badly about the

black child who will graduate from

playing Hamlet and Tartuffe at

Children‘s Theatre to the adult world

of theatre where he will most likely

be told, "You can‘t try out for this role

because it‘s not a black person‘s role.

But I‘m trained," the kid will say, to

no avail. Kelling argues that it is

most surely an unacceptable state of

affairs, but, at the present time, it is

unfortunately the prevalent one.

But while they‘re young, maybe the

world will change. At Children‘s

Theatre in the meanwhile, they can

act, sing, dance, paint, build; do.

Anyone can be cast in the plays in this

special place. One doesn‘t have to be

taking classes; all it takes is the

desire.

 And a little imagination. *  

Tipper Gore

from page 21

awareness across the board and I

think that is good."

She said some of the indications of

this new awareness are the consumer

information provided by the record

industry and artists who speak about

certain issues and call for a greater

responsibility and sensitivity toward

younger children.

She called the provision of

consumer information by the record

industry "a good start." "It‘s

obviously a creative mechanism for

choice," she said. "Most of the

companies have applied it in good

faith over the last year. Some have

not, quite frankly, and if anybody

thinks this is a good idea, particu—

larly members of the consuming

public, I would encourage them to

write the Recording Industry Associ—

ation of America and write to the
record companies and ask them to

comply."

The fact that her husband has

recently thrown his hat into the ring

for the Democratic nomination for

president has placed Gore somewhat

on the defensive in regard to her

concerns about lyric content. Though

she said she and her husband shared

many of the same ideas about the

issues before the American public,

she stated emphatically that right

now she is speaking for Tipper Gore,

not Albert Gore, Jr.

"I have never politicized this issue,

and I do not intend to begin

politicizing it now," she said. "I have
worked with Democrats and

Republicans, conservatives and

liberals, parents groups, the

National PTA and the American

Academy of Pediatrics. I feel like I

am articulating a viewpoint, a

concern that is shared by a lot of con—

sumers and a lot of parents, and I will

continue to do that. But, I do not see it

as a political issue.

"The fact that my husband has

entered the race for the Democratic

nomination for president affords me

a special role to campaign for him as

his wife. I think when we go into the

campaign, and he‘s talking about his

position on arms control and environ—

mental issues and education, etc., I

will not then give my views on that,

(the PMRC) I will be talking about

his position. But, for now, this is my

thing." *
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Johnny Burnette

from page 31

Dorsey stand—up bass while Johnny

played acoustic rhythm guitar and

sang. Even though the band had no

formal musical training they became

popular enough playing the local

club scene to have some of their shows

broadcast live over local radio. In the

fall of 1953 they went to Booneville,

Mississippi to make their first

recording. "Go Along Mule" and

"You‘re Undecided," written by

Johnny with Dorsey and Paul, was

released in the spring of 1954 on Von

Records. It would be later that

summer before a certain young truck

driver from Tupelo ambled into Sun

Studio to cut "That‘s Alright Mama."

The band worked day jobs to earn

enough money to subsidize their

music. Johnny, along with friend

Johnny Cash, sold unbreakable

Merrimac Dishes from door to door.

Dorsey and Paul worked for the same

electric company that employed

Elvis. Though Sun Records sported a

full stable of talent like Jerry Lee

Lewis, Roy Orbison, Johnny Cash,

Conway Twitty, Charlie Rich and

Carl Perkins, Johnny was overlooked

by the local hit making machine. In

1956, as Elvis was first appearing on

the Ed Sullivan Show, The Rock and

Roll Trio left Memphis for New York

City.

Their first big break came when

the boys landed a spot on the original

Ted Mack Amateur Hour which had

earlier turned down Elvis after an

audition. The show was a

competition decided by postcards

sent in by the nationwide audience.

Billing themselves as the Johnny

Burnette Trio they won the contest an

astonishing three times. Perhaps not

so astonishing; local radio

personality George Klein remembers

"organizing a postcard drive at

Memphis State (University) to help

them win on Ted Mack." They had

other help also. Before one show, Ted

Mack read on the air a postcard vote

for the Burnettes which said, "Give

them Yankees hell, Rebels." It was

signed Mom, Pop and Elvis.

Upon their return to home they put

on a benefit concert as a tribute to

their Memphis fans. The show was

emceed by Shelton Harrison, now a

well known music promoter and

automobile dealership owner. Klein

remembers that show and others. "It

was exciting and loud. The crowds

were big and rowdy. There‘s nothing

like the sound of that slap bass. I

remember the dance floor was

always packed."

Johnny, Dorsey and Paul went to a

notary public and signed agree—

ments to split all music revenues for

the next five years. An agent named

Henry Jerome signed them to a

contract with Coral Records. Their

first recording for Coral was made at

the Python Temple in New York,

which was the birthplace of Bill

Haley‘s "Rock Around the Clock."

Jerome had the Trio tour with the

GAC North American club circuit,

sharing the bill with performers such

as Chuck Berry, Roy Orbison, La

Verne Baker, Johnny "Guitar"

Watson, The Cleftones, The Nitecaps

and the legendary Lonnie Donegan.

Hailing from England, Donegan

and his wife spent two weeks in

Memphis, staying with Paul and

Rose Burlison. Paul remembers

Lonnie as being deathly afraid of

insects. The couples were forced to

leave a barbecue on the Mississippi

River after the Donegans had

retreated to the car and in the heat of

summer rolled up all the car

windows. During a fishing

expedition at Brandywine Chute in

Arkansas, a cricket got loose in the

boat. To Paul and Johnny‘s amaze—

ment, Donegan grabbed one of the

paddles and leaped to his feet,

screaming "Where is that creature?

Where is it?"

On July 4th & 5th, 1956, in Nash—

ville, the group recorded the tracks

for their first album entitled Johnny

Burnette and the RockAnd Roll Trio.

It contained "You‘re Undecided,"

their standard "Tear It Up," and

"The Lonesome Train."

were listed as being written by all

three members of the group. It was

during these sessions that Paul

Burlison is credited with having

invented the fuzz guitar. Accidently

dropping his amplifier, Paul plugged

in his white Fender Telecaster to

check the damage. A loose tube,

acting as a rheostat delaying the

signal, produced the effect we hear

on "This Train Kept Rollin‘ " and

"Honey Hush."

Shortly after recording the album,

Dorsey and Johnny had a falling out

and Dorsey left for California to

pursue a solo career. An accom—

plished vocalist, Dorsey, using the

cont. page 53
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LP Reviews

from page 39

The bad news is that some of the

material is weak and it‘s not always

possible to understand what‘s being

said because producer Dave

Edmunds likes over—dubbing vocals

and delay mixing. Someone sings

something and a beat later, you hear

its echo; sometimes it appears to be

accidental. Or you get, constantly,

two vocal tracks of the lead vocal. It‘s

just a tad annoying, especially with

these, for the most part, straight—

forward country and rockabilly

tunes. Lang‘s bio says she likes doing

this kind of music because she feels it

allows her to be the most creative she

can be. I understand that there‘s
creativity at work seeking to stretch

the bounds of this type of music, so I
don‘t want to out—right knock it.

Innovators are hard to come by in this
"formula"—laden business.
K.D. Lang is not one of your typlcal

female country singers. No sir. She
can get down, dirty and vocally, with

the best of them. But what it comes
down to is that if you‘re going to have
a party, the beat will have everybody
dancing and whopping; but on a quiet

listen, you‘ll find that the album isn‘t

BAD, it just isn‘t great. And, people,

that‘s a low—down shame. x

 

 

 

  

Andy Taylor

Thunder

(MCA Records)

 

by Biff Whitebread

Thunder, the debut solo LP from

guitarist/songwriter/singer —Andy

Taylor, rocks. Period.

cont. page 52
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Star Tracks
from page 33

was mentioned in a recent issue of

Mix Magazine, a national

publication for the recording

industry.

In May, the Nashville Network

(see page 21 for a story on a May

filming at Peabody Alley) aired a

segment of their New Country

Show with two familiar faces in the

band behind Tony Joe White.

That‘s right — Memphis‘ and Rum

Boogie‘s own Norma Jean Watts

and Robbie Turner. We‘re getting

there —— we need our own show. I

know we can compete with

Nashville and Austin.

And last but not least —— the QMI

Music debut party got a good 12

column inches of space in the May
 

LP Reviews

from page 51

Taylor, who cut his teeth with

Duran Duran and The Power

Station, steps up front to display his

talents as a singer and songwriter, in

addition to his already obvious

talents as one helluva guitarist. This

album indicates he‘s no slouch in the

singing and writing departments
either.

What was only hinted at in "Take It

Easy" from the American Anthem

soundtrack, and in "When the Rain

Comes Down," featured in an episode

ofMiami Vice is brashly and proudly

displayed on Thunder. Taylor calls it

"balls to the wall rock and roll," and

who am I to disagree.

"I Might Lie," the songwhich opens

the album and which has been

receiving extensive radio and video

play, rages for almost five minutes on

the turntable and sets the tone for the

rest of the songs that follow. "I Might

Lie" also utilizes Taylor‘s famous

"slash" style of guitar playing.

He follows with "Don‘t Let Me Die

Young," which is currently being

used as a video anthem in the Musical

Majority‘s "Rock Against Drugs"
campaign.

Other album standouts include the

moody and dark "Night Train" and

the bluesy "Life Goes On." However,

the whole album is particularly good

as a whole with Andy‘s vocals and
guitar work and the songs he wrote

with ex—Sex Pistol Steve Jones. x  

9 issue of Billboard. These quotes

were included in the story: "(Ella)

Brooks and Davis recorded their

albums in Memphis, the onetime

music center that‘s showing signs

of revival." And "some 350 people

packed the Rum Boogie Cafe on

Beale Street."

I know there were more than

that but the Fire Marshalls

couldn‘t close it down. What?!

With Mayor Morris in there and it

being officially declared "QMI

Day" in Memphis with an official

decree and all! Not to mention the

presence of RINGO, Chips Moman,

and video crews everywhere,

including MTV VJ Carolyne

Heldman. Boy, were we glad we

had a table to hide behind.

Speaking of hiding —— THE EN—

VELOPE PLEASE. .. The

Memphis Star WRITER OF THE

MONTH for the May issue (The

Fabulous Thunderbirds story) is

SUSAN HESSON. That‘s right.

Our editorial assistant, who‘s

responsible for all of us irrespon—

sible writer types, finally gets the

respect she deserves for her non—

salaried contribution to the cause

and we get to print a picture of her

so all you musician types will know

what she looks like. Thus next

time you see her you can beg her

for the cover in person instead of on
the phone. P.S.: she likes expen—

sive presents (preferably old Volvo

parts).

That‘s it for now. Beam me back

to the present, Scotty. School‘s not

out yet.

See ya next month and don‘t

forget the 6th AnnualMemphis

Star Birth‘day Party in July! *
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It was rhythm and blues Texas—style as Stevie Ray Vaughan (upper right and

 

  

 

Memphis Star writer of the month
Susan Hesson in a rare non—frantic

photo by Tommy Williamsmoment.

 

 
 

lower right with bassist Tommy Shannon) and Double Trouble stormed the Mud f
Island Amphitheatre May 14th. Opening for Stevie Ray was transplanted— i
Mississippian Omar Dykes and the Howlers. "&
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Johnny Burnette

from page 50

Trio‘s success as a springboard, cut

"Tall Oak Tree" which became a
million seller.
Johnny then hired Johnny Black to f /m:::*» ssotmSce

play bass andatthesuggestion of

Carl Perkinsadded Tony Austin

(Perkins‘ cousin) to the band on
drums. They stayed together for m n
about a year, still billed as Johnny e er e C
Burnette and the Rock And Roll Trio,

  

untll Johnny broke up the group to
join Dorsey in California. Black feels
that even when they were a top rock—
abilly band Johnny Burnette wanted
to sing ballads with strings and a lush
production. In California Johnny

_ wouldgethischanee.————
Johnny and Dorsey, teamed under

the name The Texans, released their
song,"GreenGrassOfTexas"which
did well on the charts and Billy
Vaughan‘s version was aneven
bigger hit.
Johnny‘s persistent nature and

great songwriting talent soon opened
big California doors. Literally
camping on television star Ricky
Nelson‘s doorstep, he persuaded
Nelson to listen to his original com—
posmons Nelson would up doing a | e
succession of Burnette tunes,
including "Believe What You Say," ; :
"Waiting In School," "Settin‘ The
Woods On Fire" and "Lonely @

 

 

 

Corner." Each was a commercial
success. The two artists formed a
close friendship which would last
until Johnny‘s death.

In the mid and late 50‘s most of the
Memphis entertainers knew each
other well and pulled for one another.
While Elvis was making Jailhouse
Roek Johnny and Dorsey used to visit
him on the set. George Klein says
that Elvis knew the Burnettes well
and that they were good friends.

Klein also feels that Johnny Burnette
has never gotten the recognition he
deserved in Memphis because of the
move to California. He lived there

——wuntilhisdeathandhis music turned
from his raw rockabilly beginnings
to a more commercial style that
developed after the first hey days of
rock and roll. As rock changed so did
Elvis and a host of others and one of

  

  

 

those was Johnny Burnette. x @

In our next installment ofDreamin‘ . COMMUNITY )
Of Johnny Burnette, his career as a WEVLRAD'O
soloist will skyrocket and we will see
what kind of legacy remainsfrom the PO Box 40952 Memphis, TN 38174 901—278—3845
life and times of Johnny Burnette.     
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ELMER AND THE RUSSIANS Cassette
release from Ripley, Mississippi—based
group. Original vocal and instrumental
performances in varied styles, including
rock, blues, reggae, hot—pickin‘ and deep—
thinkin‘. Available for $6.00 ppd. from State
Capital Records, Box 436, Ripley, MS °
38663. veer

MEMPHIS STAR Classifieds are inexpensive and effective. To place a classified ad stop

by our office or send your ad to the MEMPHIS STAR, 643 S. Highland, Memphis, TN

38111. Cost is only 25¢ per word. Each word in bold face is 50¢. $4 minimum. Check or

money order must accompany your ad and we must receive it by the 16th of the month.

 
 

 

 

 

A new band is forming in Memphis. Roots
rock/original and cover tunes, gigs and
rehearsal space. Serious inquiries only. Call
Christina Louise for more —information.
728—4149, 8 — 12 or 3 — 9 p.m. 1/6/87

 

Audio Tape wanted from John Fogerty‘s
Memphis concert 8/27/86. Interested in his
other concerts also. Contact J.M.D., Rt. 7,
Box 179, Chatsworth, GA 30705. Thanks.
eet

 

THE MEMPHIS STAR is seeking entry level >
writers in all fields of music. Must be co—
herent and responsible. Nominal com—
pensation but many other rewards. Inter—
ested? Call Susan Hesson at 452—7827
MF, 9—5. ih —

The Memphis Star has an opening for a

career oriented professional advertising

representative. Call 452—7827 for appoint

ment. IH 7

WANTED: Rock Singers — 7894293. 1 5. 87

  

MUSICAL DIRECTOR/ACCOMPANIST
JOB AVAILABLE — Gaslight Dinner Theatre,
Memphis,

—

TN. Production of original

musical called Saga of Roaring Gulch which

is a spoof of Western melodramas. Salary
offered for rehearsals through end of pro—

— duction. Show runs July 30 — August 30,
1987. Run consists of six (6) shows per week
including at least three Wednesday
matinees. Rehearsals begin July 11. Send
letter/resume to Joey Butler, Artistic Dir—
ector, Gaslight Dinner Theatre, 1110 E.
Brooks Rd., Memphis, TN 38116. Call (901)
396—7474 for more information. 1 5 87

 

Recording artist seeks Toto/Robbie Nevil—
type original material for project this
summer. Contact Last World Productions at
781—2431. 1 5 7

  

  3

Photography: Band and artist promos,
model portfolios and creative freelance

@ (album) photography. The lowest rates in
town. Let us expose your group as the best.
Call Kelly Craig at 353—0346 or 278—4927.

— 1/10/86 >

 

AmeLody Music — Production and
Publishing Co. of Los Angeles, CA
specializing in Gospel Recordings, families,
"choirs, children, groups, etc. Studios
available. For information and rates: call
Mrs. D. Hall — Vice President (901) 725—0862
between 12 — 5 or write P.O. Box 14115.
Memphis, TN 38114.

   

 

"GOSPEL RECORDS SPECIAL" Complete
Record Package including studio time. Low
price. Call now GCS Records. (901) 274—
2726. 1/5/87

 

ANSWERING SERVICE $30—35. 24 HR. 7
DAYS A WEEK. P.O. BOX SUITES. AARON
ANSWER 324—4040 Ext. 23. 1/4/87.

 

Unreal Guitar ‘Lessons: Master the
techniques of Stanley, Malmsteen, and
many others!. These lessons include finger
fretting, overhead extentions, arpeggiated
licks; modes, positioning and much more!
Beginners welcome. Call Sean O‘Donnell at
(901) 363.5138. 1/4/87

SEX! Planning a demo? St. Michaels Prod.
will give you the most for your money,
guaranteed!" 8, 16, 24, 32 track. William
Chadwick (901) 373—3636 or John Lennon
(619) 698—6797. 1/4/87

 

DRUM LESSONS — all styles. Bachelor of
Music. Steve Ebe 327—8817.1/4/87.

 

BANDS: Tired of the same old booking
hassles? Try Us! Call Mike Glenn at Beale
Street Entertainment Booking Agency at
(901) 525—8979. 1/4/87

 

1920‘s Warehouse converted. to Loft Apart—
ments. Spacious high ceilings, exposed
brick, skylight, all appliances furnished
including built—in microwave and
refrigerator W/icemaker. Located in
historical South Main District. CALL 52—
LOFTS. 1/5/87

 

Dance band available — Funk/Rock/R&B.
Secret Fantasee for your next party or club
date. Reasonable rates. (901) 744—6530.

Female Country Singer seeks musicians to
form band. Serious minded only need apply.
(601) 368—5485. 1/6/e7

 

BASS PLAYER, over 10 yrs. experience
looking for serious band. Rock, blues,
progressive country, need work! James
Flynn (901) 794—9791. vea?

Experienced Drummer, Contemporary
Country, Contemporary Rock and Blues.
Working in Arkansas — Wants to work in
Memphis or on the road. Call Tim Beard at
(501) 684—7114. 24/87

2 pair of ELECTROVOICE Horns, in
cabinets, with handles. Call 327—8817. 1/4/87

  

 

For Sale: Classic 1965 Volvo 1225. Good
physical condition, needs some mechanical
restoration. Good gas mileage. Call Susan at
(901) 452—7827 or 726—6722.

Yamaha DX —7 $1350.00; Peavy KB300 Amp,
$325. Call 342—2744. 1/4/87

For Sale: Roland Electric Drums, $2400.
value for only $1000.00 cash. 3 months old,
written guarantee.. Call Miller TV. 1—601—
534—3148. 1/4/87 « L

Fender Rhodes suitcase electronic piano.
$400 or best offer. Please call Jan at (901)
274—0900. 1 5 87

Rickenbacker 4001 Bass with case. All
natural finish. Call 276—6967. 1/5 87

Pro—Bass—S.D. Curlee top of line with case.
All brass hardware, beautiful. Call276—6967.

Bass—Amp: Kustom 50 with 12 in. speaker. .
MxR 10 band graphic — AC powered. 276—
6967. 1 5:87

Lowrey Theatre Console organ — string and
brass synthesizers — rhythm section — tape
player — other features. Call 743—9389. 1 5 87

 

66 E. Fernwood 3 BR Eat—in Kitchen, Den, 1%
bath, all brick. Nice neighborhood. West of
Third St. Greater Memphis Realty. 386—8102
Broker Cordell Jackson. 1/5.87

Band Trailers by Eagle & Parkhurst. World‘s
finest. Call Bob Tucker 362—9000. 124/86

 

For Sale: $5400 of musical equipment. (2)
complete sets of drums. Pearl 7—piece with
all cymbals. Roland DDR—30 Electronic
Digital Drums. All in great condition. Sell for
$2800. Miller TV & Music, (601) 534—3148.
1/3787

 

20" Zildjian Ride, exc. cond., Jeff; 728—6271.
1/3787

 

Support Public Broadcasting

Wha(=

fm 91
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For Your Summer —

Sun & The Stars.

Memphis‘ Most Complete Monthly Guide

ToMusic And Entertainment

D$800 — 12 Issues LJ] $13.95 — 24 Issues

 =Name

Phone

 

 

State Zip

Mail This Form The Memphis Star
e. i o 643 S. Highland

j With Your Check To: Memphis, TN. 38111
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Mirage

O GUITAR S A M P L | N G K—EYB O A A ©

 

Put more in your life with the real sounds of the
Mirage Digital Sampling Keyboard. It‘s easy to use in live
performance and in the studio and provides the amateur

and professional with thousands of sonic possibilities.

All the accessories you need to start making

music are included with the Mirage — detailed

manuals and sound sampling and formatting
diskettes. For live performance, studio or

creating new sounds, there‘s no better
reality than a Mirage.

$1295

Mirage

BUG Tut ACL MU C TI _E & M P LE a

 

The Mirage Digital Multi—Sampler has all of the per—
formance and sampling features of the Mirage Digital

Sampling Keyboard — without the keyboard. It‘s a

complete polyphonic eight—voice instrument with a

musical range of 5 octaves.

The Mirage also features an on—board sequencer with

overdub and disk storage ability. Mirage accessories

include a Sequencer Expander to add an additional 1024

events to the sequencer memory, an Input Sampling

Filter for superior sampling response and the Mirage

Visual Editing System and Sound Lab software packages

for the Apple IIe and Macintosh computers.

$1195

SOUTHEAST

2798 S. Perkins

Memphis, TN 38118

363—2100

 

S

DIGITAL WAVE SYNTHESIZER

     If yous 3 L_ *A, it‘s time

to test drive an Ensoniq ESQ—1 Digital Wave

Synthesizer. It puts 120 sounds at your fingertips as fast

as you can switch it on and plug in a cartridge. But that‘s
only the beginning.

Comparable high performance digital waveform

synthesizers and MIDI sequencers can easily exceed the

legal limits of your cash on hand. But the good news is

that the ESQ—1 comes from Ensoniq — at a

sane price of just $1395. For a glimpse of

technology that‘s earned the name

"advanced," put an ESQ—1 through its paces

at your authorized Ensoniq dealer today.

$1395

The

Ensoniq Piano

SAMPLED DIGITAL PIANO

 

 

MAIN STORE

2918 Poplar Avenue

Memphis, TN 38111

323—8888

The Ensoniq Piano . . . to say it sounds grand is only the
beginning. It sounds absolutely real. That‘s because it
uses actual grand piano waveforms to give you all the

richness and character you expect in a great piano
sound.

And in the Ensoniq tradition, all this great sound can be

had for little more than a grand. See and hear The

Ensoniq Piano at your authorized Ensoniq dealer.

$1395

RALEIGH

2980 Austin Peay

Memphis, TN 38128

388—4200

 

 



 

SPECIAL
GUEST:

H0O0DOO

GURUS

  

 

FRIDAY, JUNE 12 +8 PM

RESERVESEATS $15.00 on saLE NOW

 

  

NORTH AMERICAN

TOUR ‘87

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SATURDAY

JuUnE 13 — 8 PM

resErNE SES$16.50 on SNE NOW

 

   

    

THE TURTLES

HERMAN‘S HERMITS

THE GRASS ROOTS

\\ MARK LINDSAY

\ THE BYRDS

I
fS»" sunpaAY

JUNE 21—7:30PM
RESERVE seats $15.00 on sare now

WATCHALL YOUR FAVORITE VIDEOS ON VH—1

TICKET OUTLETS: TICKET HUB (149 N. ANGELUS), SEARS 1RALElGH‘ SOUTHLAND, HICKORY RIDGE, LAURELWOOD), SOUND SHOP (HICKORY RIDGE), SOUNDS PLUS (W

MPHS.}, SOUTHERN SOUNDS (JACKSON), HOT DOG (JONESBORO), MR. AUDIO (BIYTHEVILLE), ALBUM ALLEY (TUPELO), SOUND SHOP (OXFORD), AND ALL TICKET MASTER

LOCATIONS. 50¢ CONVENIENCE CHARGE PER TICKET AT ALL OUTLETS. MAIL ORDER: NAME OF CONCERT, TICKET HUB, 149 N. ANGELUS, MEMPHIS, TN 38104. SEND MONEY

ORDER OR CASHIER‘S CHECK & A SELF—ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE. PHONE ORDERS: VISA AND MASTERCARD ONLY, $1.00 EXTRA PER TICKET PHONE 725—HUBB,

MON—SAT 10AM—4PM AND SUNDAY 12—4PM

 

 


